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FУВОДНА
O R EРЕЧW O R D
The Judicial Academy has endeavored to contribute, through its activities, year in, year out, to a
professional, independent, unbiased, and efficient performance of judges and prosecutors as public
office-holders as well as professional and efficient performance of tasks conferred on judicial and prosecutorial staff. The entrance examination for the admission of the 10th generation of trainees was
organized this year. Pursuant to the decisions of the High Judicial Council and the High Prosecutorial
Council, 50 participants shall enroll in the Judicial Academy’s initial training.
As in previous years, the continuous training program was implemented in the following areas: criminal, civil, commercial, administrative and misdemeanor law; human rights and acquis communautaire (EU law). Training in acquisition and advancement of special knowledge and skills was singled
out as a separate area. Subject-matter and topics to be covered, target groups, goals and expected
outcomes of each individual program, manner of implementation and training duration were defined
in each and every field. In the process of designing the continuous training program for the following
year, under article 4 of the Rules on Procedure for Assessment of Training Needs and Drafting of Annual Training Program Proposal, the Judicial Academy conducts annual analyses of its beneficiaries’
training needs. These Rules clearly define the steps which a professional service of the Academy, the
Department for Research and Advancement of Education, is following when assessing our beneficiaries’ needs.
We would like to highlight from the 2019 Annual Report that the Academy organized 358 educational
events with 8,934 participants and 1,107 lecturers. The Academy implemented most trainings on its
own, and yet a large number of trainings was held in cooperation with UNHRC, UNDP, Council of
Europe, EU-funded IPA projects, USAID, British Council, the bar associations, Chamber of Public
Enforcement Officers, Chamber of Notaries Public, as well as other state organs (Ministry of Justice,
Ministry of Interior, Administration for Prevention of Money Laundering, State Audit Institution,
Anti-Corruption Agency, High Judicial Council, State Prosecutorial Council, Supreme Court of Cassation, courts and public prosecutors’ offices) and civil society sector (Pištaljka, Belgrade Center for
Human Rights, YUCOM).
Disaggregated by areas, most events were held in the field of criminal law (121, i.e. 33.79% of total),
followed bz special knowledge and skills (82, i.e. 22.90% of total), and civil law (59, i.e. 16.48% of
total).
The Academy has adopted a multi-sector/multidisciplinary approach to the training program’s implementation so that, except for judges and prosecutors, staff members of the Ministry of Interior,
Ministry of Finance – Administration for Prevention of Money Laundering, social work centers and
Anti-Corruption Agency are also partaking in the program. In addition, the engagement of highest-instance court judges as lecturers, as well as of international lecturers in specific fields, provides an added
value and quality to implementation of the training program.
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The Judicial Academy’s Report on Implementation of Activities for 2019, the Judicial Training Needs
Analysis for the following year and the 2020 Continuous Training Program are all available at the
Judicial Academy’s web site www.pars.rs.
I would like to express my appreciation of cooperation on the part of the chairman and members of the
Steering Committee, the chairwoman and members of the Program Council, the Judicial Academy’s
employees, lecturers and mentors, external associates, local and international partners and participants in our programs, who have acknowledged, year in, year out, the quality of our work and continued to provide support for our efforts in institution-building so as to ensure further progress of the
Academy in the right direction.
Nenad Vujić
Director
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STATUS, ACTIVITIES AND
MANAGEMENT ORGANS
The Law on Judicial Academy (“Official Gazette RS, nos. 104/09, 32/14 and 106/15) established the
Judicial Academy, as an institution whose activities are aimed at exercising rights established by law,
for the purpose of contributing to professional, independent, unbiased and efficient performance
of judicial and prosecutorial function as well as to the professional and efficient performance of
duties of judicial and prosecutorial staff.
Article 5 of the Law on Judicial Academy stipulates the Academy’s activities, specifying, inter
alia, that the Judicial Academy shall: organize and conduct entrance examination for the initial
training; organize and conduct the initial training; organize and conduct continuous training
of judges and prosecutors, judicial and prosecutorial assistants; organize and conduct special
training programs for lecturers and mentors; organize and conduct professional development of
judicial and prosecutorial staff, and; perform other tasks as stipulated by law and the Statute of
the Academy. In addition, the Academy is implementing professional development programs for
public enforcement officers, notaries public, as well as notary public assistants and trainees, under
the contracts concluded with the Chamber of Public Enforcement Officers and the Chamber of
Notaries Public, respectively.
Pursuant to article 49 of the Law on Judicial Academy, the Academy organizes entrance examination
for admission of judicial and prosecutorial trainees for the purpose of completion of their internship
in court or public prosecutor’s office.
The Judicial Academy’s bodies are the Steering Committee, Director and Program Council.
The Steering Committee manages the Judicial Academy and comprises nine members. Four
members are appointed by the High Judicial Council from the ranks of judges, two of whom are
appointed at the proposal of the Association of Judges; two members are appointed by the State
Prosecutorial Council from the ranks of prosecutors, one of whom is appointed at the proposal of
the Association of Prosecutors; and three members are appointed by the Government, one of whom
is the state secretary in the Ministry responsible for judiciary, in charge of professional development
of those employed in the judiciary and one – from the ranks of employees of the Academy; to serve
a four-year term after which they may be re-appointed for another term in office. Members of the
Steering Committee shall elect the Chairman of the Steering Committee among the members of
the Steering Committee who are judges and prosecutors.
In 2019, following the expiry of the term in office of the Steering Committee members, Spomenka
Zarić, judge of the Supreme Court of Cassation, and Marija Milaković of the Judicial Academy, two
new members were appointed. The High Judicial Council passed a decision to appoint Nebojša
Đuričić, judge of the Second Basic Court in Belgrade, as a member of the Steering Committee,
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whereas the Government of the Republic of Serbia passed a decision to appoint Gordana Paulić,
secretary of the Judicial Academy. At a meeting held on December 24, 2019, Maja Prelić was
appointed deputy director of the Judicial Academy. The Steering Committee members are as
follows:
1. Aleksandar Stepanović, judge of the Supreme Court of Cassation and president of the Higher Court in Belgrade, chairman of the Judicial Academy’s Steering Committee;
2. Božidar Vujičić, judge of the Supreme Court of Cassation;
3. Leonida Popović, judge of the Misdemeanor Appellate Court and president of the Misdemeanor Appellate Court;
4. Zorin Zogović, deputy appellate public prosecutor in Belgrade;
5. Nataša Krivokapić, Senior Public Prosecutor in Belgrade;
6. Nebojša Đuričić, judge of the Second Basic Court in Belgrade;
7. Radomir Ilić, state secretary of the Ministry of Justice;
8. Aleksandra Đurić, independent legal advisor with the Ministry of Justice;
9. Gordana Pualić, secretary of the Judicial Academy; and
Maja Mijatović, Steering Committee secretary.
In 2019, the Steering Committee was monitoring through periodical reports the work of the Judicial
Academy, preparation and drafting of the 2020 Training Program, enrollment procedure for the
10th generation of participants in the initial training, and other activities within the competence of
the Steering Committee. Members of the Steering Committee were regularly updated by director
Nenad Vujić on issues related to reconstruction of the building in 21, Svetozara Markovića Street.
Director of the Judicial Academy is the executive body of the Academy. Director represents
the Academy, coordinates and organizes its work, enforces the decisions issued by the Steering
Committee and Program Council, and participates in their work, submits annual reports on the
work of the Academy to the Steering Committee and performs other tasks in accordance with the
law. Statute and other acts. Director is elected by the Academy’s Steering Committee to serve a fiveyear term with an option for re-election. Office of the Academy director is held by Nenad Vujić.
Director of the Academy is assisted in his work by two deputies, Majda Kršikapa and Maja Prelić.
Deputies act in place of the Academy director in his absence and perform other tasks as designated
by the Academy director.
Program Council is the professional body of the Academy and comprises of 11 members appointed
by the Steering Committee from the ranks of judges and prosecutors, other experts, and judicial
and prosecutorial staff and initial training beneficiaries.
The Program Council members are as follows:
1. Branislava Apostolović, judge of the Supreme Court of Cassation and chairwoman of the
Program Council;
2. Branko Stanić, judge of the Supreme Court of Cassation;
3. Dragan Jocić, judge of the Supreme Court of Cassation and president of the Appellate Court
in Niš;
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4. Zorana Delibašić, judge of the Supreme Court of Cassation;
5. Jasmina Vasović, judge of the Supreme Court of Cassation;
6. Jelena Ivanović, judge and president of the Administrative Court in Belgrade;
7. Dr Jasmina Kiurski, deputy republic public prosecutor;
8. Tanja Pavlović Nedeljković, judge of the Appellate Court in Kragujevac;
9. Miroslav Filipović, deputy higher public prosecutor in Belgrade;
10. Kamenko Kozarski, judge and president of the Misdemeanor Court in Novi Sad;
11. Mirjana Pavlović, secretary of the High Judicial Council;
12. Natalija Adžić, notary public;
13. Miloš Sekulić, beneficiary of the initial training at the Judicial Academy (6th generation);
and Igor Milovanov, secretary of the Program Council.
At the meeting held on December 16, 2019, the Program Council adopted the 2020 Continuous
Training Program and reviewed the 2020 Educational Needs Assessment Analysis.
Professional and technical service is established to perform professional and administrativetechnical tasks at the Academy. Description of tasks and assignments of employees in the professional
and technical service is designated by the act on internal structure and job classification. Provisions
from the laws and other regulations governing employment relations are applicable to the rights
and obligations of the Academy’s employees.
The following core internal units have been established to perform the tasks within the Academy’s
scope of work:
1. Initial Training Division;
2. Continuous Training Division;
3. Budgeting and Financial Operation Division;
4. Advancement of Education and International Cooperation Division.
The Secretariat is established as a separate internal unit and is managed by the secretary.
The Documentation & Information Center is established as a narrower internal unit outside the
divisions to perform tasks in specific fields of work which, as such, require a direct connection with
the Academy director. Under article 21 of the Law on Judges, a judge may be assigned by the High
Judicial Council to an institution in charge of training in judiciary to perform professional tasks.
On December 31, 2019, there were 54 individuals performing various tasks at the Academy,
of whom 28 were full-time employees, 17 part-time employees (employment contract) and
9 individuals with contracts for temporary and periodical work. Judge of the Basic Court in
Subotica, Sonja Vidanović, was assigned to the Judicial Academy for the purpose performing
professional tasks over the course of a three-year period and, consequently, relieved of her
duties as a judge for the duration. Retired judge of the Supreme Court of Cassation, Ljubica
Milutinović, was recruited as a full-time lecturer at the Judicial Academy as of January 1, 2020.
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Initial training beneficiaries, pursuant to article 40 of the Law on Judicial Academy, are employed
temporarily at the Academy for 30 months. The salary of the initial training beneficiary for the
duration of his/her temporary employment at the Academy amounts to 70% of the basic salary
of a basic court judge. The initial training attendance is considered a work experience in the legal
profession.
The table below lays out respective numbers of trainees enrolled from 2010 until 31 December 2019,
in accordance with the decisions issued by the High Judicial Council and the State Prosecutorial
Council:
Generation
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII

Enrollment year

Number of
trainees
designated by HJC

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

15
12
22
13
16
18
14

Number of trainees
designated by SPC

Total initial training
participants enrolled

6
15
15
11
8
14
7

21
27
37
24
24
32
19

Уписано:

184

Number of candidates who
passed the final exam:

1801

VIII
IX

2017
2018

22
25

4
13

Number of candidates
still in training:
X

2019

26
38
642

35

15

503
298

Total enrolled

As regards the candidates elected to hold a judicial or prosecutorial office, the distribution is as
follows:

Number of candidates who
passed the final exam
180

Number of candidates elected to
hold judicial office

Number of candidates elected to
hold prosecutorial office

91

27

Three candidates were selected prior to taking the final exam (a trainee from the first generation and two trainees from
the seventh generation) and one candidate gave up.

1

2

One candidate was selected prior to taking the final exam (an eighth generation trainee).

Candidates are to start implementing the Initial Training Program on 1 April 2020.
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MATERIAL AND FINANCIAL
RESOURCES FOR JUDICIAL
ACADEMY’S OPERATION
Funds required for the Judicial Academy’s operation are designated for this purpose in the budget of
the Republic of Serbia, but are also provided through donations and gifts, proceeds from publications
and project implementation, as well as from other sources in accordance with the law. Given the
particular significance of the training provision for candidates for judicial and prosecutorial office
holders, i.e. the training of judicial and prosecutorial office holders, the Academy’s source of
financing must be stable, predictable and sustainable. The data from the Sector for Budgeting &
Financial Operation:

Beneficiary’s report on financial plan execution
January 1 – December 31 2019
Program
code
number

Program
activity /
project
code
number

Name of program / program
activity / project

Planned
Actual
Execution in Percentage
budget for budget for
2019
of budget
2019
2019
execution
relative
to actual
budget

Structure and management
in judicial system

1602

Professional development for
0009 future and incumbent judicial/
298.638.000 298.639.000 291.412.783
prosecutorial office holders
Professional development for future
0009 and incumbent judicial/prosecutorial 5.000.000
8.523.407 8.082.466
office holders /Donor sources
0009 Subtotal

303.638.000 307.162.407 299.495.250

97,58%
94,83%
97,50%

7002 IPA 2013 – Judiciary / co-financing

2.827.000

2.827.000

2.473.780

87,51%

IPA 2013 – Judiciary / EU financial
7002 assistance

9.180.000

22.195.844

22.195.844

100,00%

12.007.000 25.022.844 24.669.624

98,59%

301.465.000 301.466.000 293.886.563

97,49%

7002 Subtotal
2019 budget execution
Total revenue, grants and EU
assistance

30.532.864

Total execution of grants and EU
assistance

30.278.311

TOTAL:

315.645.000 332.185.252 324.164.874

97,59%
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INITIAL TRAINING SECTOR
Admission of the 10th generation of initial training participants
In 2019, the Judicial Academy carried out an enrollment procedure for the 10th generation of
initial training beneficiaries – 50 in total, as designated by the High Judicial Council and the State
Prosecutorial Council. The Judicial Academy announced a call for initial training applications in
the Official Gazette RS, no. 70, dated October 2, 2019.
Candidates took the written part of the entrance examination on November 4, 2019 in the form
of a test consisting of multiple-choice questions. Out of 108 applicants, 97 candidates took the
test. The candidates sat for the personality test on November 8, 2019. Both tests were held in four
locations: Belgrade, Kragujevac, Niš and Novi Sad. The candidates took the oral part of the entrance
examination on November 13-14, 2019 on the premises of the Judicial Academy in Belgrade before
the Exam Commission consisting of: Jasminka Stanojević, judge of the Supreme Court of Cassation;
Duško Milenković, judge of the Supreme Court of Cassation and president of the Appellate Court
in Belgrade; Mladen Nenadić, public prosecutor for organized crime; and, Leposava Vujanović
Porubović, deputy higher public prosecutor in Belgrade.
The entire length of the entrance examination (both written and oral parts) was streamed live via
the Academy’s official YouTube channel, and was recorded, as in previous years, to be used by the
Academy.
Five combinations of tests, 60 questions each with varying levels of difficulty (25% - easy, 50%
- medium, 25% - difficult) were software-generated in the following areas: civil substantive and
procedural law, criminal substantive and procedural law, misdemeanor law and general knowledge.
Prior to the start of the entrance examination, each candidate received a registration form with
his/her personal data blacked-out so that the candidate’s identity could not be revealed at the point
when the registration form was closed. The candidates in locations outside Belgrade were watching
on live stream the drawing of a code number of the test that they were to take. Testing time was 90
minutes. Upon marking the tests, under a code number specific to each candidate, the results were
posted at the testing venues and on the Judicial Academy’s web page.
Prof Dr Oliver Vidojević designed and marked the personality tests. All the candidates passed the
personality test.
In accordance with the Rulebook and the Program, the oral part of the exam entailed solving
a designated case. Each candidate received marks in three categories: legal argumentation,
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presentation style and quality of conclusions. At the oral part of the exam, a candidate would draw
a hypothetical case in the field which he/she had previously opted for – either criminal or civil law.
Each candidate had 30 minutes to prepare his/her answer. Separate records with individual marks
given by the exam commission members were kept for each candidate and they were entered into
the joint minutes of the proceedings signed by the commission members.
The entire course of the oral part of the entrance examination unfolded under public scrutiny via
live broadcast from the hall where the oral part of the exam was taking place as well as via live
stream online.
Upon the completion of the entrance examination’s oral part, a list of candidates with their respective
marks for the written and oral parts of the exam, as well as their final marks, was posted on the
Judicial Academy’s web site.

Of a total of 108 applicants for the 10th-generation initial training, 97 candidates sat for the
written part of the entrance examination out of whom 91 passed the written exam and qualified
for the personality test. Seventy-six candidates qualified for the oral part of the exam, and 75 of
them took the oral exam.
This year, the Judicial Academy enrolled 50 beneficiaries of the initial training, in accordance
with the decisions of the High Judicial Council and the State Prosecutorial Council. The 10th
generation participants are to start the initial training on 1 April 2020.
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Final exam of the 7th generation of Judicial
Academy’s initial training par ticipants
The final exam is conducted in accordance with the Law on Judicial Academy (articles 37-40) and
the Rulebook on the content and manner in which the final exam is organized.
On July 1-3, 2019, the Judicial Academy organized the final exam on its premises for the 7th
generation of initial training beneficiaries before the Final Exam Commission comprising: Milena
Rašić, judge of the Appellate Court in Belgrade; Gordana Komnenić, judge of the Appellate Court
in Belgrade; Mirjana Grujičić, judge of the Higher Court in Belgrade; Svetlana Aleksić, judge of
the Higher Court in Belgrade, Special Department for Organized Crime; and Tomislav Kilibarda,
public prosecutor, the Appellate Prosecutor’s Office in Belgrade.
Pursuant to the final exam program, each candidate demonstrated his/her practical knowledge
and skills as a judge in a civil case, as a judge in a criminal case, and as a prosecutor bringing an
indictment.
The Commission marked the candidates on a 1-5 scale focusing in particular on the following
criteria:
-

handling of the procedure,

-

legal argumentation, and

-

general performance of the candidate.

The Judicial Academy organized the final exam by way of designating the groups of candidates
and the role-play schedule (each candidate takes the final exam, which is, in effect, a moot court,
by playing the role of a judge and that of a prosecutor in criminal matters, and then the role of a
judge in civil matters where, in both cases, his/her colleagues play the roles of defense counsels
so that all the participants in mock court proceedings are present), as well as preparation of
materials pertinent to the moot court in which the candidates play specific roles.
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CONTINUOUS TRAINING SECTOR
Trainees were informed and invited to take part about all organized trainings for judges and
prosecutors and employees in the judiciary through court presidents and heads of judicial
administration organs.
The Steering Committee adopted the Continuous Training Program for 2019 with prior consent
of the High Judicial Council and the State Prosecutorial Council. The program was implemented
in the following areas: criminal law, civil law, administrative law, commercial and misdemeanor
law, human rights law and European Union law. Training for acquisition and advancement of
special knowledge and skills, including ethics and integrity, disciplinary liability of the judicial
and prosecutorial office holders, drafting of first-instance judgments and judge’s skills, was singled
out as a separate area. Within each area, subject matter and topics to be covered, target groups,
goals and expected outcomes for each individual program were defined, as well as the manner of
implementation and the length of training.
Throughout the whole year, the Judicial Academy was regularly organizing trainings of lecturers
and mentors in the field of adult learning. This program comprised two topical components: basic
training and advanced training in adult learning method and mentorship. Five basic trainings and
four advanced trainings were organized in 2019.
In 2019, 358 educational events with 8,934 participants and 1,107 lecturers were held.
Disaggregated by areas, most events were held in the field of criminal law (121, i.e. 33.79% of total),
then special knowledge and skills (82, i.e. 22.90% of total), followed by civil law (59, i.e. 16.48% of
total).
NUMBER OF
EDUCATIONAL
EVENTS
121

AREA
Criminal Law

NUMBER OF
PARTICIPANTS

NUMBER OF
LECTURERS

3300

485

Special Knowledge & Skills

82

2089

175

Civil Law

59

1444

179

Human Rights

34

761

79

Commercial Law

31

536

65

Misdemeanor Law

22

540

102

EU Law

8

252

20

Administrative Law

1

12

2

358

8934

1107

Total:

20

Special knowledge & skills; 82
Administrative law; 1

Commercial law; 31
Civil law; 59
Misdemeanor law; 22

EU law; 8

Number of
educational events
by area
Criminal law; 121

Human rights; 34

Administrative law; 12
Special knowledge & skills; 2089
Commercial law; 536

Misdemeanor law; 540

EU law; 252

Number of
participants
by area

Civil law; 1444

Human rights; 761
Criminal law; 3300

Administrative law; 2
Special knowledge & skills; 175
Commercial law; 65

Misdemeanor law; 102
Civil law; 179
EU law; 20

Human rights; 79

Number of
lecturers
by area
Criminal law; 485
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IMPLEMENTATION OF CONTINUOUS
TRAINING PROGRAM BY AREAS
Criminal Law
In the field of criminal law, 121 events – workshops, seminars and lectures were held with 3,300
participants and 485 lecturers.
Most events pertained to the following subject matters: family violence (39, i.e. 32.23% of total);
juveniles (15, i.e. 12.39% of total), criminal procedure (12, i.e. 9.91% of total) and substantive
criminal law (10, i.e. 8.26% of total).

Subject matter

Number of events

Domestic Violence

39

Juveniles

15

Criminal Procedure

12

Substantive Criminal Law

10

Combating Terrorism, Prevention of Money Laundering

8

Cybercrime

7

Environmental Law – Criminal-Law Protection

6

Combating Corruption, Combating Organized Crime, Financial Investigation

5

Hate Crime

4

Combating Corruption

4

War Crimes

2

Combating Corruption, Financial Investigation

2

Financial Investigation

2

International Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters

1

Confiscation of Proceeds of Crime
Combating Corruption, Combating Organized Crime, Confiscation of
Proceeds of Crime, Financial Investigation
Combating Terrorism

1

Combating Human Trafficking

1

1
1

Total:

121
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Juveniles; 15

Criminal procedure; 12
Substantive criminal
law; 10

Domestic violence; 39

Combating terrorism, combating
money laundering; 8

Number of trainings
by subject matter
in the field of
criminal law

Cybercrime;, 7
Environmental law
- Criminal-law
protection; 6
Combating corruption,
Combating organized crime,
Financial investigation; 5

Other, 11

Hate crime; 4

Combating corruption; 4

Combating corruption,
Financial investigation; 2

Financial investigation; 2

War crimes; 2

Combating human trafficking; 1

Combating terrorism; 1
Combating corruption,
Combating organized crime, Confication of
Proceeds of Crime, Financial investigation; 1

Confication of Proceeds of Crime;1
International legal assistance
in criminal matters; 1
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SUBJECT MATTER: COMBATING CORRUPTION, COMBATING TERRORISM, FINANCIAL INVESTIGATION, PREVENTION OF MONEY LAUNDERIN
TOPIC

SOURCE OF FUNDING

TARGET GROUP

GOAL

OUTCOME

NUMBER OF TRAININGS

Workshop “International cooperation in relation to money laundering and financing
of terrorism”

UNODC & CEPOL project
“Capacity Building for Financial Investigation in Western
Balkan Countries” and Judicial
Academy’s budget

Professional development of
participants designed for application of skills in the field
of financial investigations with
an emphasis on money laundering as a criminal offence

Upon the completion of training, the participants have
attained a higher level of
professional knowledge and
skills required for conducting
financial investigations

Five-day workshop was held
with 33 participants, 4-8 February 2019.

“Proactive investigation in
corruption, financial fraud
and economic crimes: VAT
fraud -Training of trainers ToT (module 3)”

OSCE Mission to Serbia and
OPDAT (US Embassy) and JA
budget

Judges of higher courts’
special departments, higher
public prosecutors and their
deputies, members of MoI
special departments, Administration for Prevention of
Money Laundering, Customs
Administration and Tax Administration
Trained trainers / prosecutorial office holders and judges
from 4 appellate jurisdictions
handling corruption cases,
employees in institutions designated in the Law on Organization and Competences
of State Organs in Combating
Organized Crime, Terrorism
and Corruption

Upon the completion of training, the participants have
increased their level of professional knowledge and
skills required for conducting
proactive investigations on
which success in conducting
VAT fraud case proceedings
depends

Two 3-day workshops were
held with 42 participants:
- 6-8 February 2019 in Vršac
(Training of trainers (ToT) - 20
participants);
- 4-6 December 2019 in
Šabac (22 participants).

“Prevention and fight against
corruption: Module 1 – Application of Criminal Code
and regulations in the field of
economy and finance”

EU project “Prevention and
Fight against Corruption” and
Judicial Academy budget

-Developing a proactive approach to conducting and
managing investigations;
-Developing skills of critical
thinking and problem solving
when analyzing cases and evidence;
-Developing skill for conducting investigations, as well as
financial and prosecutorial
skills;
-Developing skills required
for work in task force and
handling of cases, including
those required for monitoring, conducting and coordinating investigation;
-Developing basic understanding of issues related to
conducting proceedings in
VAT fraud cases.
Judges from all four special
anti-corruption departments
will exchange practical experiences to date regarding
the application of the Criminal
Code and the Law on Organization and Competences
of State Organs in Combating
Organized Crime, Terrorism
and Corruption, and endeavor to establish uniform case
law

Upon the completion of
workshop, the judges have
gained insight into the case
law of all four special anti-corruption departments and defined recommendations for
resolving contentious issues
and rendering case law uniform

A two-day workshop was
held with 16 participants, 7-8
March 2019.

Judges of special departments for combating corruption in higher courts in
Belgrade, Novi Sad, Niš and
Kraljevo
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“Trials in economic crime and
corruption cases – Open issues, new ways to produce
evidence and solutions in
comparative law”

USAID project “Government
Accountability” and Judicial
Academy budget

Judges of special departments for combating corruption in higher courts in
Belgrade, Novi Sad, Nis and
Kraljevo

Judges from all four special
anti-corruption departments
will acquaint themselves with
solutions in comparative law
applied in countries in the region, exchange practical experiences to date regarding
the application of the Criminal
Code and the Law on Organization and Competences
of State Organs in Combating
Organized Crime, Terrorism
and Corruption, and define
contentious issues

Upon the completion of
round table, the judges have
gained insight into the case
law of countries in the region,
as well as the case law of all
four special anti-corruption
departments and defined
contentious issues related to
the application of procedural
and substantive legal provisions of the Law on Organization and Competences of
State Organs in Combating
Organized Crime, Terrorism
and Corruption

A one-day round table was
held with 29 participants on
29 March 2019.

“Financial training program”

UNODC project “Capacity
Building for Financial Investigation in the Western Balkan
Countries” and Judicial Academy budget

Judges of the Special Department for Organized Crime of
the Higher Court in Belgrade,
judges of special anti-corruption departments of higher
courts in Belgrade, Novi Sad,
Nis and Kraljevo, deputy
prosecutors of the Prosecutor’s Office for Organized
Crime, deputy prosecutors
of special anti-corruption
departments of the higher
public prosecutors’ offices in
Belgrade, Novi Sad, Nis and
Kraljevo, Police Directorate,
Criminal Investigations Directorate - Service for Combating Organized Crime/ Section
for Combating Organized
Financial Crime, Service for
Combating Organized Crime
– Financial Investigation Unit,
representatives of Tax Police,
Customs Administration, Administration for Prevention of
Money Laundering, financial
forensic specialist of Special
Anti-Corruption Department
of the Higher Public Prosecutor’s Office in Belgrade

Goal: To enable participants
to increase their level of
knowledge and professional
skills required for conducting financial investigations in
the fight against corruption
through application of the
Law on Organization and
Competences of State Organs in Combating Organized
Crime, Terrorism and Corruption, and all related laws.

Upon the completion of training, the participants have acquired a higher level of professional knowledge in techniques used to conduct financial investigations, as well as
cooperation in gathering and
exchanging information with
other organs participating in
these investigations.

Two four-day workshops
were held with 51 participants:
- 26-29 March 2019 in Belgrade (25 participants).
- 21-24 May 2019 in Belgrade
(26 participants).
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“Organized crime and terrorism in B-H, Montenegro and
Serbia”

Project “Strengthening Judicial Cooperation, Mutual Trust
and Capacity of Institutions for
Judicial Education in the Republic of Serbia, Montenegro
and Bosnia-Herzegovina”

Judges and prosecutors from
Montenegro, Bosnia-Herzegovina and Serbia

Advancement of participants’
professional knowledge in
the fight against organized
crime and terrorism

Upon the completion of
workshop, the judges and
prosecutors have gained insight into judicial and prosecutorial practices in Montenegro, B-H and Serbia in the
fight against organized crime
and terrorism, and advanced
their professional knowledge
and skills towards strengthening judicial cooperation,
mutual trust and capacity of
institutions in judiciary.

A two-day workshop was
held with 28 participants,
9-10 April 2019 in Belgrade

“National risk assessment of
money laundering and terrorist financing”

IPA project providing support
to the Administration for Prevention of Money Laundering
and Judicial Academy budget

Judges of special anti-corruption departments in higher
courts, deputy higher public
prosecutors of special anti-corruption
departments,
prosecutorial assistants and
associates of the Prosecutor’s
Office for Organized Crime,
police officers

Increasing the level of participants’ professional knowledge in identification, assessment and understanding of
risk of money laundering with
a view to developing a system for prevention of money
laundering terrorist financing,
in accordance with the Action Plan for implementation
of recommendations from the
Risk Assessment of Money
Laundering and the Risk Assessment of Terrorist Financing from 31 May 2018

Upon the completion of training, the participants have acquired a higher level of professional knowledge regarding typology of risk assessment of money laundering.

Four one-day seminars were
held with 84 participants:

KPMG (EU project “EU for
You”) and Judicial Academy
budget

Judges of basic and higher
courts - criminal departments,
basic and higher public prosecutors and their deputies,
police officers, independent
participants

Increasing the level of trainees’ professional knowledge
required for identification,
assessment and understanding of risk of money laundering with a view to developing
a system for prevention of
money laundering and terrorist financing in accordance
with the Action Plan for implementation of recommendations from the Risk Assessment
of Money Laundering and Risk
Assessment of Terrorist Financing dated 31 May 2018

Upon the completion of training, the participants have acquired a higher level of professional knowledge regarding typology of risk assessment of money laundering.

Two two-day workshops and
a one-day workshop were
held with 85 participants:

“Guidelines for establishing
uniform methodology for
drafting reports and uniform
monitoring of money laundering and terrorist financing
cases”

-12 April 2019 in Belgrade
(30 participants);
-17 May 2019 in Kraljevo (19
participants);
- 24 May 2019 in Nis (21 participants);
- 12 June 2019 in Novi Sad
(14 participants).

- 2-3 September 2019 in Nis
(35 participants);
- 25-26 September 2019 in
Subotica (34 participants);
- 30 October 2019 in Belgrade (16 participants)
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“Application of the Law on Organization and Competences
of State Organs in Combating
Organized Crime, Terrorism
and Corruption – Analysis of
corruption case law for second-instance cases, contentious issues for judges in the
first instance”

EU project “Prevention and
Fight against Corruption” and
Judicial Academy budget

Judges of appellate courts
acting in cases pertaining to
fight against corruption in appellate courts in Belgrade,
Novi Sad, Nis and Kragujevac

Coming to an agreement over
contentious issues and case
law of special anti-corruption
departments of higher courts
and judges of appellate courts

Defining conclusions and recommendations for reconciling
contentious issues and rendering case law uniform regarding anti-corruption cases
of appellate courts

A one-day workshop was
held with 9 participants on 18
April 2019.

“Prevention and fight against
corruption - Module 1 - Application of the Criminal Code
and economic and financial
regulations: Workshop on current issues in application of the
Law on Organization and Competences of State Organs in
Combating Organized Crime,
Terrorism and Corruption”

EU project „Prevention and
Fight against Corruption“ and
Judicial Academy budget

Judges of appellate courts
acting in cases pertaining to
fight against corruption in appellate courts in Belgrade,
Novi Sad, Nis and Kragujevac

Coming to an agreement over
contentious issues and case
law of special anti-corruption
departments of higher courts
and judges of appellate courts

Defining conclusions and recommendations for reconciling
contentious issues and rendering case law uniform regarding anti-corruption cases
of appellate courts

A one-day workshop was
held with 11 participants on 7
June 2019

“Proactive investigations in
corruption, financial fraud
and economic crime cases:
Proactive investigations in the
area of public procurement
(module 2)”

OSCE Mission to Serbia and
OPDAT (US Embassy) and Judicial Academy budget

Prosecutorial office holders
and judges from 4 appellate
jurisdictions handling corruption cases, employees in
institutions as designated by
the Law on Organization and
Competences of State Organs in Combating Organized
Crime, Terrorism and Corruption

- to provide necessary knowledge and practical experiences in relation to application of the Criminal Code and
the Law on Organization and
Competences of State Organs in Combating Organized
Crime, Terrorism and Corruption;

Upon the completion of training, the participants have increased the level of professional knowledge and skills
required for conducting proactive investigations which
are a prerequisite for successful proceedings in cases
of public procurement-related abuses.

Two three-day workshops
were held with 44 participants:

- to improve overall efficiency in the fight against corruption and contribute to reduction of all forms of corruption;
- to strengthen national mechanisms for prevention and
fight against corruption in accordance with the National
Anti-Corruption Strategy and
Action Plan for Chapter 23

- 19-21 June 2019 in Vrnjačka
Banja (20 participants);
- 20-22 November 2019 in
Vrsac (24 participants).

БРОЈ ОДРЖАНИХ ОБУКА
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- developing skills of skills of
critical thinking and problem
solving in relation to the case
analysis and evidence;
- developing skills for conducting investigations, financial and prosecutorial skills;
- developing skills for work
in task force teams and case
management skills, including
skills required for monitoring,
conducting and coordinating
investigations; and
- developing of basic understanding of issues in relation
to investigations and processing cases of public procurement-related abuses.
“Operational teams of special
anti-corruption departments”

EU project “Prevention and
Fight against Corruption” and
US Department of Justice,
OPDAT and Judicial Academy
budget

Deputy prosecutors in anti-corruption
departments
and police officers of anti-corruption departments

- consideration of application
of the Law on Organization
and Competences – lessons
learnt, positive aspects, negative aspects, resolved problems, communication issues;
- support for effectiveness of
new anti-corruption departments in Serbia specialized
for combating corruption;
- establishing effectiveness
of the concept of multidisciplinary teams;
- consideration of effectiveness of task force management;

Better coordination of specialized anti-corruption departments on the basis of
analysis of good and bad
prosecutorial practices in application of the Law on Organization and Competences
of State Organs in Combating
Organized Crime, Terrorism
and Corruption

Two two-day workshops
were held with 62 participants:
- 24-25 June 2019 in Novi Sad
(32 participants)
- 8-9 July 2019 in Kraljevo
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Better coordination of specialized anti-corruption departments on the basis of
analysis of good and bad
prosecutorial practices in application of the Law on Organization and Competences
of State Organs in Combating
Organized Crime, Terrorism
and Corruption

A two-day workshop was
held, 12-13 December 2019
in Belgrade

- establishing the level of cooperation and coordination
between prosecutors, police
investigators and liaison officers attached to special departments;
- analysis of good and bad
practices so as to use them in
future work.
“Proving corruption criminal
offenses and criminal offenses with elements of corruption”

OSCE Mission and Judicial
Academy budget

Deputy prosecutors in anti-corruption
departments
and police officers from anti-corruption departments

- consideration of application
of the Law on Organization
and Competences;
- lessons learnt, positive aspects, negative aspects, resolved problems, communication issues;
- support for effectiveness of
new anti-corruption departments in Serbia specialized
for combating corruption;
- establishing effectiveness
of the concept of multidisciplinary teams;
- consideration of effectiveness of task force management;
- establishing the level of cooperation and coordination
between prosecutors, police
investigators and liaison officers attached to special departments;
- analysis of good and bad
practices so as to use them in
future work.
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“Presentation of practicum in
investigations and processing
of corruption criminal offenses”

USAID project “Government
Accountability” and Judicial
Academy budget

Judges, prosecutors, police
officers, members of professional public

Acquainting the judges and
prosecutors and members of
broader professional public
with the practicum contents
designed to serve as a basis
for an educational series to
be organized by the Judicial
Academy, as well as designing e-learning program for
the Judicial Academy’s initial
and continuous training participants

Practicum represents an initial
step in promotion of efficient
methods to fight against corruption and adopt good practices through their implementation. It explains the ways
in which the most important
international anti-corruption
standards may be applied
nationally. In addition, strategies and tools have been
developed to be used when
conducting proactive investigations in financial crime and
corruption cases, and practical effects which may be
achieved through application
of these standards via a wellplanned and well-conducted
investigation have been highlighted.

One presentation was given,
20 September 2019

“International
certification
program in the field of fraud
investigation and prevention
of money laundering”

US Department of Justice’s
(DOJ) Office of International Judicial Assistance, Professional Development and
Training and Judicial Academy budget

Basic and higher public prosecutors and their deputies,
police officers, independent
participants

Developing and increasing capacity of prosecutors, police
and liaison officers for investigating and processing corruption cases, financial frauds and
economic crime

The participants are acquainted with the details of training
in international certification
in the field of investigation
of fraud and prevention of
money laundering, and they
have passed written and oral
testing.

Two activities related to this
topic were carried:
-18 October 2019 in Belgrade, one-day presentation
(25 participants)
- 5 November 2019 in Belgrade, written and oral testing of candidates (22 participants)
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SUBJECT MATTER: CONFISCATION ОF PROCEEDS OF CRIME
Тема

TOPIC

“Effective confiscation of proceeds of crime: Legal standards and good practices”

Извор финансирања

Циљна група

Циљ

AIRE Centre and Regional Anti-Corruption Initiative (RAI)
with the support of UK Government and Konrad Adenauer Stiftung and Judicial Academy budget

Judges of appellate courts,
deputy public prosecutors of
appellate and higher public
prosecutors’ offices (special
anti-corruption departments)
with international participants

Advancing knowledge and
skills of public prosecutors
and judges in the field of confiscation of proceeds of crime
so as to improve exchange of
good practices in Southeastern Europe in accordance
with international and European legal standards and
ECHR case law

SOURCE OF FUNDING

TARGET GROUP

GOAL

Исход

OUTCOME

Increased level of professional knowledge and skills in the
field of confiscation of proceeds of crime

Број одржаних обука

NUMBER OF TRAININGS

One two-day workshop was
held with 6 participants from
Serbia, 28-29 November
2019 in Belgrade
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SUBJECT MATTER: ECONOMIC CRIMINAL OFFENCES
Тема

Извор финансирања

Циљна група

Циљ

“Misdemeanor or tax criminal
offense”

EU project „Prevention and
Fight against Corruption“ and
Judicial Academy budget

Managers (heads and chiefs)
of the Sector for Control –
Field Control and head of regional offices of the Tax Police
Sector from the entire territory of Serbia

Advancing knowledge and
professional skills of managers
from the Sector for Control
and heads of regional offices
of the Tax Police Sector when
establishing intent if a taxpayer has committed a misdemeanor or criminal offense

Upon the completion of training, the participants increased
the level of professional
knowledge and skills in application of their legal competencies for more efficient
detection of tax offenses and
tax criminal offenses.

Five three-day workshops
were held with 132 participants:
- 19-21 June 2019 in Belgrade (14 participants)
- 9-11 September 2019 in
Novi Sad (31 participants)
- 1-3 October 2019 in Kragujevac (30 participants)
- 12-14 November 2019 in
Nis (29 participants)
- 25-27 November 2019 in
Belgrade (28 participants)

“National strategic dialogue
on illicit trade in Serbia”

International Institute from
Syracuse and Judicial Academy budget

Prosecutor for organized
crime and his deputies, prosecutor for cybercrime and
his deputies, judges of higher
courts, police officers, Customs Administration employees, Tax Administration employees

Advancing knowledge and
raising awareness of illicit
trade, strengthening cooperation and joint work of national
institutions and employees in
criminal judiciary

Upon the completion of training, the participants increased
the level of professional
knowledge and skills in the
field of illicit trade; the capacity of employees in criminal judiciary to adequately
fight illicit trade and related
criminal offenses has been
strengthened

A three-day workshop was
held, 2-4 July 2019.

“Fraud and payment card
abuse”

Serbian Chamber of Commerce and Judicial Academy
budget

Judges of criminal departments of basic, higher and
appellate courts; judicial
assistants, basic and higher
public prosecutors and their
deputies, prosecutorial assistants and associates, police
officers, independent participants

Acquainting the representatives of prosecutors’ offices,
judiciary and the Ministry of
Interior with current trends
in payment card industry and
possible payment card abuses (article 243 of the Criminal
Code)

Increased level of professional knowledge and skills
required for acting in accordance with article 243 and
article 244б of the Criminal
Code

Four one-day workshops
were held with 149 participants:

TOPIC

SOURCE OF FUNDING

TARGET GROUP

GOAL

Исход

OUTCOME

Број одржаних обука

NUMBER OF TRAININGS

- 3 October 2019 in Kragujevac (32 participants);
- 25 October 2019 in Novi
Sad (52 participants);
- 1 November 2019 in Nis (41
participants);
- 16 December 2019 in Belgrade (24 participants).
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SUBJECT MATTER: CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
Тема

Извор финансирања

Циљна група

Циљ

“Evidence gathering in crime
scene investigations and exclusion of micro-traces in forensic processing of the crime
scene”

OSCE Mission to Serbia project: “Implementation of the
Law on Criminal Procedure:
New Forensic Techniques in
Investigation, Investigation of
Alleged Abuse Cases, Opportunity Principle”

Deputy public prosecutors of
basic and higher prosecutors’
offices from all four appellate
jurisdictions, forensic technicians of regional police departments

Developing knowledge and
skills of public prosecutors
and deputies in their capacity
as heads of investigative proceedings in accordance with
the Law on Criminal Procedure and training for successful handling of proceedings
with a particular emphasis on
the importance of forensic
processing of crime scene as
part of evidence gathering

Upon the completion of training, the participants have
acquired a higher level of
knowledge and skills regarding forensic techniques required for processing crime
scene as part of processing
criminal offenses.

Seven one-day seminars
were held with 244 participants:

“Presentation of the Manual
for Application of Opportunity Principle in Criminal Prosecution”

OSCE Mission to Serbia project: “Implementation of the
Law on Criminal Procedure:
New Forensic Techniques in
Investigation, Investigation of
Alleged Abuse Cases, Opportunity Principle”

Public prosecutors and deputy public prosecutors of basic
and higher prosecutors’ offices from all four appellate jurisdictions, prosecutorial associates and assistants

Building capacity of prosecutors for a uniform application
of the principle of diversion
and elimination of disparities
in practices of public prosecutors’ offices by way of
using the manual providing
clear and precise instructions
to prosecutors in the first instance, and which is to be adopted by the Republic Public
Prosecutor’s Office as mandatory instruction

Implemented recommendations on application of the
opportunity principle (diversion) in criminal proceedings
and uniform application by
public prosecutors’ offices

Three one-day round tables
were held with 90 participants:
- 30 October 2019 in Belgrade (32 participants);
-13 November 2019 in Novi
Sad (23 participants);
- 4 December 2019 in Nis (35
participants).

“Presentation of guidelines for
advancement of case law in
trials for compensation of victims of serious criminal offenses in criminal procedure“

OSCE Mission to Serbia project: “Support to Victims and
Witnesses of Criminal Offenses in Serbia” and Judicial
Academy budget

Judges of higher courts and
public prosecutors and deputy higher public prosecutors
from jurisdictions of appellate
courts in Belgrade and Novi
Sad, prosecutorial associates
and assistants

Presentations of the publication “Guidelines for advancement of case law in trials for
compensation of victims of
serious criminal offenses in
criminal procedure” drafted
by the Supreme Court of Cassation’s working group

Judges and prosecutors have
been acquainted with guidelines for advancement of case
law in trials for compensation
of victims of serious criminal
offenses in criminal procedure

Two one-day seminars were
held with 26 participants:
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- 24 April 2019 in Belgrade
(43 participants);
- 23 May 2019 in Novi Sad (37
participants);
- 11 June 2019 in Nis (41 participants);
- 11 September 2019 in Belgrade (33 participants);
- 23 October 2019 in Kragujevac (30 participants);
- 7 November 2019 in Belgrade (26 participants);
- 29 November 2019 in Zlatibor (34 participants);

- 14 November 2019 in Belgrade (12 participants);
- 13 December 2019 in Novi
Sad (14 participants).
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SUBJECT MATTER: DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
Тема

TOPIC

“Application of the Law on
Prevention of Domestic Violence”

Извор финансирања

Циљна група

Циљ

Budget of Judicial Academy

Judges of misdemeanor,
basic, higher and appellate
courts; basic and higher public prosecutors and their deputies, prosecutorial assistants
and associates

Advancement of the participants’ knowledge of international principles and
new European standards for
combating domestic and gender-based violence, citing
in the process relevant case
law of the European Court of
Human Rights in Strasbourg,
followed by presentation of
the recently adopted Law on
Prevention of Domestic Violence, risk assessment of domestic violence and relevant
case studies

SOURCE OF FUNDING

TARGET GROUP

GOAL

Исход

OUTCOME

Upon the completion of training, the participants have
gained insight in the importance of international global
principles for elimination of
all forms of discrimination
against women; they have
advanced their knowledge
of European standards established to prevent and
fight violence against women
and domestic violence; they
have acquainted themselves
with the aim of the Law on
Prevention of Domestic Violence, domain of application,
actions of competent organs
in identification, prevention,
elimination and combating of
violence against women and
domestic violence; they have
advanced their knowledge of
the importance of application
of urgent measures for protection of victims of domestic
and gender-based violence
through analyses of cases
studies based on the new Law
on Prevention of Domestic
Violence and have acquainted themselves with the new
institute of the so-called risk
assessment in a chain of measures for combating domestic
and gender-based violence

Број одржаних обука

NUMBER OF TRAININGS

Fifteen one-day seminars
were held with 515 participants:
- 1 February 2019 in Belgrade
(24 participants);
- 8 February 2019 in Kragujevac (30 participants);
- 27 March 2019 in Nis (40
participants);
- 4 April 2019 in Belgrade (25
participants);
- 4 April 2019 in Nis (48 participants);
- 10 April 2019 in Belgrade
(41 participants);
- 12 April 2019 in Kragujevac
(35 participants);
- 12 April 2019 in Novi Sad
(32 participants);
- 17 April 2019 in Belgrade
(35 participants);
- 19 April 2019 in Belgrade
(57 participants);
- 19 April 2019 in Novi Sad
(44 participants);
- 22 April 2019 in Kragujevac
(39 participants);
- 14 June 2019 in Nis (26 participants);
- 27 September 2019 in Belgrade (26 participants);
- 12 December 2019 in Belgrade (13 participants).
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“Joint training in application of
the Law on Prevention of Domestic Violence”

Budgets of Judicial Academy
and University of Criminal Investigation and Police Studies

Competent police officers of
police directorates of the City
of Belgrade, Vranje, Užice,
Jagodina, Nis, Novi Pazar,
Sabac, Novi Sad, Subotica,
Sremska Mitrovica, Kragujevac, Smederevo, Leskovac,
Valjevo, Prokuplje, Prijepolje, Pančevo, Sombor, Kikinda,
Bor, Čačak, Kraljevo, Zrenjanin,
Krusevac and Požarevac

Advancement of knowledge
about practical application of
the Law on Prevention of Domestic Violence through joint
work of judges, prosecutors
and police

Upon the completion of training, competent police officers act correctly in specific
situations, risk assessments,
drafting of orders for urgent
measures and preparation,
completion and submission
of materials to a public prosecutor for further action. Competent public prosecutors are
practically trained with regard
to received documentation
and risk assessment compiled
by a competent police officer, drafting motion for extension of urgent measures and
filing the case in question with
the competent court.

Twenty-five one-day workshops with 580 participants:
- 5 October 2019 in Belgrade
(23 participants);
- 5 October 2019 in Belgrade
(24 participants);
- 12 October 2019 in Nis (24
participants);
- 12 October 2019 in Belgrade
(27 participants);
- 19 October 2019 in Novi Sad
(23 participants);
- 19 October 2019 in Belgrade
(24 participants);
- 26 October 2019 in
Smederevo (21 participants);
- 28 October 2019 in Belgrade
(22 participants);
- 2 November 2019 in Valjevo
(24 participants);
- 2 November 2019 in Belgrade (19 participants);
- 9 November 2019 in Belgrade (26 participants);
- 9 November 2019 in Pančevo
(24 participants);
- 16 November 2019 in Belgrade (24 participants);
- 23 November 2019 in Belgrade (25 participants);
- 23 November 2019 in Novi
Sad (22 participants);
- 30 November 2019 in Belgrade (20 participants);
- 30 November 2019 in Kraljevo (24 participants);
- 7 December 2019 in Belgrade (19 participants);
- 7 December 2019 in Kikinda
(22 participants);
- 14 December 2019 in Belgrade (24 participants);
- 14 December 2019 in Belgrade (24 participants);
- 21 December 2019 in Belgrade (23 participants);
- 21 December 2019 in Belgrade (22 participants);
- 28 December 2019 in Belgrade (25 participants);
- 28 December 2019 in Belgrade (25 participants).

A judge is trained to appraise
the incoming documentation
and risk assessment compiled
by a competent police officer, public prosecutor and
filed motion; to issue a decision and decide on appeal
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SUBJECT MATTER: INTERNATIONAL LEGAL ASSISTANCE IN CRIMINAL MATTERS
Тема

TOPIC

“HELP online course – International legal assistance in criminal matters (module 1)”

Извор финансирања

Циљна група

Циљ

Council of Europe and budget
of Judicial Academy

Basic public prosecutors and
their deputies, prosecutorial
assistants and associates, initial training beneficiaries

Participants are acquainted
with international legal assistance in criminal matters
through HELP online course.

SOURCE OF FUNDING

TARGET GROUP

GOAL

Исход

OUTCOME

Participants have acquainted
themselves with the functioning of HELP online course on
international legal assistance in
criminal matters.

Број одржаних обука

NUMBER OF TRAININGS

A one-day seminar was held
with 21 participants, 4 February 2019
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SUBJECT MATTER: CYBERCRIME
Тема

Извор финансирања

Циљна група

Циљ

“Introductory training module
on cybercrime, electronic
evidence and proceeds of
cybercrime”

EU and Council of Europe
project “iPROCEEDS” and Judicial Academy budget

Prosecutorial office holders,
judges, judicial and prosecutorial assistants and employees at institutions designated
by the Law on Organization
and Competences of State
Organs in Combating Cybercrime

To provide introductory level
of knowledge about cybercrime, electronic evidence
and search, seizure and confiscation of proceeds of cybercrime

Upon the completion of training, the participants have
acquired basic knowledge
about cybercrime and electronic evidence; financial investigations in proceeds of
cybercrime; ways in which
judges and prosecutors may
handle investigations, substantive and procedural laws,
as well as technologies which
may be applied and ways to
take urgent and efficient measures, and comprehensive international cooperation.

A four-day seminar was held,
25-29 November 2019

“Cybercrime and protection of children and juveniles
(phase 3)”

“Save the Children” support
project and Judicial Academy
budget

Judges, prosecutors, deputy
public prosecutors, prosecutorial assistants and associates
of basic and higher courts and
prosecutors’ offices, police
officers

Advancement of professional
knowledge and skills of judicial and police organs in the
field of protection of children
against cyberviolence

Upon the completion of
training, the participants possess advanced professional
knowledge and skills in the
field of cybercrime and electronic evidence, financial investigations in proceeds of
cybercrime, substantive and
procedural laws as well as
technologies which may be
applied and ways to take urgent and efficient measures,
and comprehensive international cooperation.

Six one-day seminars were
held with 119 participants:

TOPIC

SOURCE OF FUNDING

TARGET GROUP

GOAL

Исход

OUTCOME

Број одржаних обука

NUMBER OF TRAININGS

- 22 February 2019 in Belgrade (18 participants);
- 22 March 2019 in Novi Sad
(19 participants);
- 19 April 2019 in Nis (19 participants);
- 24 May 2019 in Novi Pazar
(18 participants);
- 25 October 2019 in Belgrade (19 participants);
- 29 November 2019 in
Kragujevac (26 participants).
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SUBJECT MATTER: WAR CRIMES
SOURCE
OF FUNDING
Извор
финансирања

ЦиљнаTARGET
група GROUP

Циљ

“Treatment of witnesses and
injured parties in war crime
cases”

EU project “Support to Monitoring of National War Crimes
Trials” and Judicial Academy
budget

Judges and judicial assistants of Department for War
Crimes of the Higher Court in
Belgrade, judges and judicial
assistants of Department for
War Crimes of the Appellate
Court in Belgrade and deputy
prosecutors and prosecutors
and prosecutorial assistants of
the War Crimes Prosecutor’s
Office, police officers

“Deciding on compensation
claims of injured parties in
war crime case judgments“

EU project “Support to Monitoring of National War Crimes
Trials” and Judicial Academy
budget

Judges and judicial assistants of Department for War
Crimes of the Higher Court in
Belgrade, judges and judicial
assistants of Department for
War Crimes of the Appellate
Court in Belgrade and deputy
prosecutors and prosecutors
and prosecutorial assistants of
the War Crimes Prosecutor’s
Office, police officers

Тема

TOPIC

GOAL

Исход OUTCOME

NUMBER
OF TRAININGS
Број
одржаних
обука

Increasing the level of knowledge of judges, judicial assistants, prosecutors and prosecutorial assistants in application of the international humanitarian law to war crimes
trials

The participants have increased the level of knowledge and practical skills for
application of the international humanitarian law to war
crimes trials.

A one-day seminar was held
with 34 participants, 21 February 2019

Increasing the level of knowledge of judges, judicial assistants, prosecutors and prosecutorial assistants in application of the international humanitarian law to war crimes
trials

The participants have increased the level of knowledge and practical skills for
application of the international humanitarian law to war
crimes trials.

A one-day seminar was held
with 12 participants, 31 May
2019
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SUBJECT MATTER: COMBATING HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Тема

TOPIC

“Application of the Principle
of Impunity for Human Trafficking Victims”

SOURCE
OF FUNDING
Извор
финансирања

ЦиљнаTARGET
група GROUP

Циљ

OSCE Mission to Serbia project: “Implementation of the
Law on Criminal Procedure:
New Forensic Techniques in
Investigation, Investigation of
Alleged Abuse Cases, Opportunity Principle”

Judges
courts

Presentation of guidelines
for principle of impunity for
human trafficking victims in
Serbia

of

misdemeanor

GOAL

Исход OUTCOME

NUMBER
OF TRAININGS
Број
одржаних
обука

The participants are acquainted with the guidelines for the
principle of impunity for human trafficking victims in Serbia and have increased the
level of professional knowledge and skills required for
prosecution of this criminal
offense.

A one-day workshop was
held with 16 participants in
Novi Sad, 2 December 2019
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SUBJECT MATTER: JUVENILES
TOPIC
Тема

SOURCE
OF FUNDING
Извор финансирања

TARGET
Циљна GROUP
група

GOAL
Циљ

OUTCOME
Исход

NUMBER
OF TRAININGS
Број одржаних
обука

“Juveniles as criminal offenders and juveniles as injured
parties”

Budgets of the Serbian Bar Association, Ministry of Interior
and Judicial Academy

Judges, prosecutors, judicial
and prosecutorial assistants,
lawyers, police officers

Further development of special knowledge and skills in
relation to the Law on Juvenile Criminal Offenders and
Criminal-Law Protection of
Juveniles, rationale for adoption of the law on juvenile
offenders and protection of
juveniles in criminal proceedings, substantive law and procedural aspects, case law and
European Convention on Human Rights with a reference to
the concept of “Child-Friendly
Justice”

Upon the completion of training, the expectation is that
the participants understand
the law, substantive law, procedural provisions and their
application in practice, and
realize the importance of the
European Convention on Human Rights and the concept of
“Child-Friendly Justice”

Fifteen one-day seminars
were held with 716 participants:
- 8 March 2019 in Kragujevac
(41 participants);
- 29 March 2019 in Kragujevac (21 participants);
- 30 March 2019 at the Serbian Bar Association (73 participants);
- 6 April 2019 at the Serbian
Bar Association (76 participants);
- 15 April 2019 in Belgrade
(32 participants);
- 17 May 2019 in Novi Sad (34
participants);
- 25 May 2019 in Nis (49 participants);
- 1 June 2019 at the Serbian
Bar Association (48 participants);
- 8 June 2019 at the Serbian
Bar Association (52 participants);
- 21 June 2019 in Sjenica (12
participants);
- 21 September 2019 at the
Serbian Bar Association (49
participants);
- 12 October 2019 in Nis (55
participants);
- 12 November 2019 in Belgrade (30 participants);
-16 November 2019 at the
Serbian Bar Association (70
participants);
- 29 November 2019 in Belgrade (74 participants).
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SUBJECT MATTER: ENVIRONMENTAL LAW – CRIMINAL-LAW PROTECTION
Тема

TOPIC

“CITES - Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora”

“In-situ investigation in environmental matters – Hazardous waste”

SOURCE
OF FUNDING
Извор
финансирања

ЦиљнаTARGET
група GROUP

Циљ

Budget of Judicial Academy

Basic public prosecutors and
their deputies

OSCE and Judicial Academy
budget

Basic public prosecutors and
their deputies and assistants,
judges of basic courts

GOAL

Исход OUTCOME

NUMBER
OF TRAININGS
Број
одржаних
обука

Further development of special knowledge and skills of
public prosecutors and their
deputies in relation to the
CITES convention and related national regulations with a
particular reference to legal
and illegal trade in wild species

Upon the completion of training, the expectation is that the
participants understand the
meaning of CITES convention
and national regulations so as
to apply them adequately in
their work.

Number of trainings - five
one-day seminars were held
with 52 participants:

Training of participants to
understand the process of
waste management, presentation of all actions required
for this type of investigation
and provision of professional
information to media in relation to environmental cases

The participant are capable of
handling such cases and providing information to media
in relation to environmental
cases

A one-day seminar was held
with 11 participants, 18 November 2019 at the Appellate Court in Novi Sad.

- 11 March 2019 in Belgrade
(16 participants);
- 15 April 2019 in Belgrade
(14 participants);
- 22 May 2019 in Belgrade (3
participants);
- 29 May 2019 in Belgrade
(11 participants);
- 26 June 2019 in Belgrade (8
participants).
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SUBJECT MATTER: HATE CRIME
Тема

TOPIC

“Presentation of publication
‘Guidelines for Criminal Prosecution of Hate Crimes in the
Republic of Serbia’”

SOURCE
OF FUNDING
Извор
финансирања

ЦиљнаTARGET
група GROUP

Циљ

GOAL

Project of the OSCE Mission to
Serbia and Judicial Academy
budget

Basic and higher public prosecutors, prosecutorial assistants and associates, prosecutor’s office registrars

Mastering special knowledge
related to getting acquainted
with the notion of hate crime
and the case law of the European Court of Human Rights
and UN Committee on Human
Rights

Исход OUTCOME

NUMBER
OF TRAININGS
Број
одржаних
обука

The participants have mastered special knowledge
regarding the notion of hate
crime. They are capable of
identifying hate crime and all
the elements of the criminal
offence in question, as well as
associate them with the provisions of the European Convention on Human Rights.

Four one-day seminars were
held with 75 participants:
- 16 April 2019 in Požarevac
(22 participants);
- 28 May 2019 in Čačak (15 participants);
- 7 June 2019 in Vranje (22
participants);
- 2 July 2019 in Subotica (16
participants).
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SUBJECT MATTER: HUMAN RIGHTS – PERSONAL DATA PROTECTION
Тема

TOPIC

“Application of the new Law
on Personal Data Protection”

SOURCE
OF FUNDING
Извор
финансирања

ЦиљнаTARGET
група GROUP

Циљ

GOAL

Budget of Judicial Academy

Judges of criminal departments of basic courts, judges
of criminal and civil departments of higher courts, judicial associates and secretaries, basic and higher public
prosecutors and their deputies, prosecutorial assistants
and associates

Judges and prosecutors get
acquainted with the new Law
on Personal Data Protection

Исход OUTCOME

NUMBER
OF TRAININGS
Број
одржаних
обука

Judges and prosecutors have
acquainted themselves with
the provisions of the new Law
on Personal Data Protection
and are trained to apply them
correctly.

Nineteen one-day seminars
were held with 367 participants:
- 30 May 2019 in Nis (13 participants);
- 31 May 2019 in Nis (19 participants);
- 6 June 2019 in Kragujevac
(16 participants);
- 7 June 2019 in Kragujevac
(12 participants);
- 13 June 2019 in Novi Sad (10
participants);
- 14 June 2019 in Novi Sad (10
participants);
- 27 June 2019 in Belgrade (7
participants);
- 28 June 2019 in Belgrade (3
participants);
- 4 July 2019 in Belgrade (8
participants);
- 11 October 2019 in Nis (16
participants);
- 25 October 2019 in Kragujevac (11 participants);
- 28 October 2019 in Belgrade
(43 participants);
- 1 November 2019 in Novi
Sad (12 participants);
- 4 November 2019 in Belgrade (37 participants);
- 8 November 2019 in Kragujevac (20 participants);
- 15 November 2019 in Nis
(20 participants);
- 22 November 2019 in Novi
Sad (50 participants);
- 29 November 2019 in Belgrade (43 participants);
- 23 December 2019 in Belgrade (17 participants).
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SUBJECT MATTER: EU LAW – CRIMINAL LAW
Тема

TOPIC

“Integrity in judiciary and resistance to corruption”

SOURCE
OF FUNDING
Извор
финансирања

ЦиљнаTARGET
група GROUP

Циљ

GOAL

Institute EIPA from Luxembourg and Judicial Academy
budget

Judges of Higher Court in
Belgrade (Special Anti-Corruption Department), deputy
public prosecutors of Higher Public Prosecutor’s Office
(Special Anti-Corruption Department) and initial training
beneficiaries of the Judicial
Academy

Further development of special knowledge and skills in
relation to prevention of unethical conduct, conflict of
interest and discrepancies,
control and management of
risk of corruption in judiciary, and identifying necessary
skills and instruments for increasing integrity of courts
and prosecutors’ offices, and
resistance to corruption, as
part of the justice system and
administrative services, which
are aligned at the international
and European levels so as to
change views and facilitate
participants’ understanding
with regard to the reason why
anti-corruption reforms are
needed and possible

Исход OUTCOME

NUMBER
OF TRAININGS
Број
одржаних
обука

Upon the completion of training, the participants have received practical instructions
for ethical conduct in situations of conflict between official rules and tradition, or
when clear answers are lacking as to how to act in specific
situations.

A two-day workshop was
held, 8-9 October 2019 in
Belgrade (20
participants).
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Civil Law

In the field of civil law, 59 seminars, workshops and lectures were held with 1,444 participants
and 179 lecturers.

Subject matter

Number of events

Family Relations

12

Drafting of First-Instance Judgments in Civil Matters

12

Enforcement and Security

11

Civil Procedure

8

Whistleblower Protection

6

Protection of Right to Trial within Reasonable Time

5

Free Legal Aid

5
Total:

59

Enforcement and security;11

Whistleblower protection; 6

Drafting of first-instance
judgments in civil matters; 12

Protection
of right to trial within
reasonable time; 5

Number of
trainings by
subject matter
in the field of
civil law

Civil procedure; 8

Free legal aid; 5

Family relations;
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SUBJECT MATTER: CIVIL PROCEDURE
Тема

TOPIC

SOURCE
OF FUNDING
Извор
финансирања

ЦиљнаTARGET
група GROUP

Циљ

GOAL

Исход OUTCOME

NUMBER
OF TRAININGS
Број
одржаних
обука

Law on Civil Procedure –
Preparation for main hearing
and scheduled main hearing

Judicial Academy

Professional
development
and better application of acquired knowledge and skills
with a view to increasing
quality and efficiency of trial
proceedings

Judges understand the institutes of the Law on Civil Procedure and apply them correctly in practice

Five one-day trainings were
held:
- 15 March 2019 in Kragujevac
(33 participants);
- 5 April 2019 in Nis (30 participants);
- 29 May 2019 in Belgrade (30
participants);
- 24 October 2019 in Nis (26
participants);
- 31 October 2019 in Kragujevac (20 participants).

Law on Civil Procedure –
Drafting first-instance court
decisions in civil matters

Judicial Academy

Professional
development
and better application of acquired knowledge and skills
with a view to correct drafting of court decisions

Judges and judicial assistants
draft correctly court decisions.

Law on Civil Procedure –
Contentious legal issues

Judicial Academy

Training of court couriers in
correct methods for service
of documents

Judges and judicial assistants
issue orders correctly on service of documents, and couriers perform correctly service
of documents.

Thirteen one-day trainings
were held:
- 21 March 2019 in Kragujevac
(21 participants);
- 11 April 2019 in Belgrade (17
participants);
- 19 April 2019 in
Kragujevac (28 participants);
- 17 May 2019 in Belgrade (16
participants);
- 24 May 2019 in Novi Sad (14
participants);
- 3 June 2019 in Belgrade (17
participants);
- 15 October 2019 in Niš (16
participants);
- 16 October 2019 in Belgrade
(22 participants);
- 21 October 2019 Kragujevac
(19 participants);
- 5 November 2019 Belgrade
(23 participants);
- 19 November 2019 in Niš (12
participants);
- 3 December 2019 in Kragujevac (14 participants);
- 13 December 2019 in Novi
Sad (16 participants).
Two trainings were held:
- 22 May 2019 in Belgrade (20
participants);
- 20 June 2019 in Belgrade (40
participants).

Court administration, judges
of basic courts – civil department, judicial assistants, judicial associates
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SUBJECT MATTER: ENFORCEMENT AND SECURITY
SOURCE
OF FUNDING
Извор
финансирања

ЦиљнаTARGET
група GROUP

Циљ

Law on Enforcement and
Security – Bill of Exchange –
Proceedings before a court of
first instance

Judicial Academy

Judges and judicial assistants

Law on Enforcement and Security – Amendments and
addenda

Judicial Academy - USAID

Judges and judicial assistants

Judges and judicial assistants
acquire knowledge in the
field of bills of exchange and
their role in enforcement and
security proceedings.
Judges and judicial assistants
acquire knowledge about
amendments and addenda to
the Law on Enforcement and
Security.

Тема

TOPIC

GOAL

Исход OUTCOME

NUMBER
OF TRAININGS
Број
одржаних
обука

Judges understand the institutes of the Law on Bill of
Exchange and act correctly
in enforcement and security
proceedings.
Judges understand new provisions of the law and apply
them correctly.

A one-day training was held
with participants, 22 February
2019 in Belgrade.

Ten trainings were held:
- 1 October 2019 in Belgrade
with 65 participants;
- 7 October 2019 in Nis with
30 participants;
-29 October 2019 in Kragujevac with 35 participants;
- 1 November 2019 in Novi
Sad with 40 participants;
- 8 November 2019 in Nis
with 30 participants;
- 13 November 2019 in Belgrade with 40 participants;
-15 November 2019 in Kragujevac with 40 participants;
- 20 November 2019 in Novi
Sad with 35 participants;
- 26 November 2019 in Belgrade with 30 participants;
- 5 December 2019 in
Kragujevac with 25 participants.
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SUBJECT MATTER: FAMILY RELATIONS
SOURCE
OF FUNDING
Извор
финансирања

ЦиљнаTARGET
група GROUP

Циљ

Family law – General part

Judicial Academy

Judges and judicial assistants
of basic and higher courts

Family law – Specialization in
the field of the rights of the
child

Judicial Academy

Judges of basic courts

Тема

TOPIC

GOAL

Исход OUTCOME

NUMBER
OF TRAININGS
Број
одржаних
обука

Acquiring knowledge and
skills in application of the Family Law

Judges and judicial assistants
understand the institutes of
the Family Law and apply
them correctly, as well as international standards

Four seminars were held:
- 3 June 2019 in Belgrade
with 25 participants;
- 4 June 2019 in Belgrade
with 25 participants;
-12 December 2019 in Novi
Pazar with 20 participants;
- 13 December 2019 in Novi
Pazar with 20 participants.

Professional training and application of special knowledge in the field of the rights
of the child in family law-related cases as well as application of provisions of the law
on prevention of domestic
violence

Judges are capable of acting
in accordance with the law on
family-law cases pertaining to
the rights of the child.

Twelve seminars were held:
- 29 March 2019 in Novi Sad
with 25 participants;
- 5 April 2019 in Kragujevac
with 20 participants;
- 10 April 2019 in Belgrade
with 41 participants;
- 11 April 2019 in Belgrade
with 41 participants;
- 12 April 2019 in Belgrade
with 41 participants;
- 22 May 2019 in Belgrade
with 26 participants;
- 24 September 2019 in
Kragujevac with 21 participants;
- 24 September 2019 in Nis
with 24 participants;
- 25 September 2019 in Belgrade with 25 participants;
- 25 September 2019 in Nis
with 24 participants;
- 26 September 2019 in Novi
Sad with 16 participants;
- 4 October 2019 in Kragujevac with 28 participants.
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SUBJECT MATTER: WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION
Тема

TOPIC

Law on Whistleblower Protection

SOURCE
OF FUNDING
Извор
финансирања

ЦиљнаTARGET
група GROUP

Циљ

GOAL

Judicial Academy and Pištaljka

Judges and judicial assistants
of basic and higher courts
Judges and judicial assistants
of the Administrative Court

Application of acquired
knowledge and skills for the
purpose of improving quality
and efficiency in the application of the Law on Whistleblower Protection

Исход OUTCOME

NUMBER
OF TRAININGS
Број
одржаних
обука

Judges and judicial assistants
acting in these matters are
capable of applying the law
correctly.

Six seminars were held:
- 18 March 2019 in Novi Sad
with 18 participants;
- 1 April 2019 in Belgrade
with 20 participants;
- 14 May 2019 in Belgrade
with 16 participants;
- 17 May 2019 in Novi Sad
with 8 participants;
- 24 May 2019 in Kraljevo
with 8 participants;
- 17 June 2019 in Nis
with
14 participants.
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SUBJECT MATTER: TRIAL WITHIN REASONABLE TIME
Тема

TOPIC

Law on Protection of the Right
to Trial within Reasonable
Time

Извор финансирања

Циљна група

Циљ

Judicial Academy

Judges of Commercial Court,
judges of basic courts – civil
departments, judicial assistants, deputy state attorney,
employees of the State Attorney’s Office

Getting acquainted with general principles and institutes
of the Law on Protection of
the Right to Trial within Reasonable Time, as well as standards and case law of the
European Court of Human
Rights, Constitutional Court
and Supreme Court of Cassation; and training to act in accordance with the trial-within-reasonable-time standard

SOURCE OF FUNDING

TARGET GROUP

GOAL

Исход

OUTCOME

Upon the completion of training, the participants are acquainted with general principles and institutes of the Law
on Protection of the Right to
Trial within Reasonable Time;
standards and case law of
the European Court of Human
Rights, Constitutional Court
and Supreme Court of Cassation. The participants are capable of acting in accordance
with the trial-within-reasonable-time standard.

Број одржаних обука

NUMBER OF TRAININGS

Five seminars were held:
- 22 February 2019 in Nis with
33 participants;
- 1 March 2019 in Kraljevo
with 25 participants;
- 8 March 2019 in Belgrade
with 28 participants;
- 20 March 2019 in Belgrade
with 23 participants;
- 11 December 2019 in Belgrade with 25 participants.
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SUBJECT MATTER: FREE LEGAL AID
Тема

TOPIC

Law on Free Legal Aid

SOURCE
OF FUNDING
Извор
финансирања

ЦиљнаTARGET
група GROUP

Циљ

GOAL

Judicial Academy –Ministry
of Justice

State administration employees

Getting acquainted with general principles and institutes
of the Law on Free Legal Aid

Исход OUTCOME

NUMBER
OF TRAININGS
Број
одржаних
обука

Upon the completion of training, the participants understand and apply correctly the
provisions of the Law on Free
Legal Aid.

Five seminars were held:
- 19 November 2019 in Novi
Sad with 39 participants;
- 26 November 2019 in Nis
with 46 participants;
- 2 December 2019 in Kragujevac with 44 participants;
- 3 December 2019 in Belgrade with 40 participants;
- 16 December 2019 in Belgrade with 36 participants.
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Commercial Law

Pursuant to the Continuous Training Program for 2019, the Judicial Academy organized 32
events in the area of commercial law. Trainings were conducted by 65 lecturers and attended by
546 participants.

Subject matter

Number of events

Economic Criminal Liability of Legal and Responsible Persons

9

Contentious Issues in Specialist Areas

8

Civil Procedure in Commercial Courts

6

Insolvency Procedure

5

Commercial Contracts

2

Environmental Law

2
Total:

Contentious issues
in specialist areas; 8

32

Insolvency procedure; 5

Commercial contracts; 2

Number of
trainings by
subject matter
in the field of
commercial law

Economic criminal liability of
legal and responsible persons; 9

Environmental law; 2

Civil procedure in
commercial courts; 6
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Тема

Извор финансирања

Циљна група

Циљ

Contentious issues regarding
the application of the Law on
Civil Procedure – Trial skills
and sources of obligation  

Judicial Academy

Newly elected judges (22
judges)

Application of acquired
knowledge and skills so as to
enhance quality and efficiency of trial proceedings

Upon the completion of training, newly elected judges
may act more efficiently in
such cases and better understand the position and role of
judges in the proceedings.

Two one-day seminars

Problems in compiling reorganization plan prepared in
advance

World Bank
Academy  

Judges and judicial assistants
of commercial courts and judicial assistants of the Commercial Appellate Court

Application of acquired
knowledge and skills so as to
enhance quality and efficiency of trial proceedings

Judges и judicial assistants
acting in this matter are capable of understanding the issues at hand and acting more
efficiently in the given cases.

Four one-day seminars

Contentious issues regarding
the application of the Law on
Civil Procedure – Technique
for drafting second-instance
judgments

Judicial Academy  

Judicial assistants of the Commercial Appellate Court

Application of acquired
knowledge and skills so as to
enhance quality and efficiency of trial proceedings

Judicial assistants of the Commercial Appellate Court have
mastered the technique for
drafting
second-instance
judgments.

A one-day seminar

Impermissibility of enforcement

Judicial Academy  

Judges and judicial assistants
of commercial courts and judicial assistants of the Commercial Appellate Court

Application of acquired
knowledge and skills so as to
enhance quality and efficiency of trial proceedings

Judges и judicial assistants
acting in this matter are capable of understanding the issues at hand and acting more
efficiently in the given cases.

Four one-day seminars

Economic criminal liability of
legal and responsible persons, the Law on Prevention
of Money Laundering and
Terrorist Financing  

IPA project  

Judges of commercial courts
and deputy basic public
prosecutors acting in relation
to economic offenses

Resolving problems in practice

Judges и judicial assistants
acting in this matter are capable of acting more efficiently
in such cases.

A one-day seminar

Contentious issues in application of basic institutes of the
law of obligations through
typical commercial contracts
(compensation for damage,
compensation claims under
the Law on Companies)  

Judicial Academy  

Newly elected judges (22
judges)

Application of acquired
knowledge and skills so as to
enhance quality and efficiency of trial proceedings

Newly elected judges may
act more efficiently in such
cases.

A one-day seminar

TOPIC

SOURCE OF FUNDING

and

Judicial

TARGET GROUP

GOAL

Исход

OUTCOME

Број одржаних обука

NUMBER OF TRAININGS
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TOPIC

SOURCE OF FUNDING

TARGET GROUP

GOAL

OUTCOME

NUMBER OF TRAININGS

European Union law in the
field of environmental protection – Hazardous waste

EIPA – European Center for
Judges and Lawyers (ECJL)
IN Luxembourg and Judicial
Academy

Judges and judicial assistants
of misdemeanor courts, the
Administrative Court, commercial courts, as well as
deputy basic public prosecutors  

The participants acquaint
themselves with the introduction to the EU environmental
protection law and the legal
framework for legislation in
the area of waste disposal
(“the polluter pays” principle,
etc.), principal characteristics of the Waste Framework
Directive, waste definition,
application of waste hierarchy principle, expansion of
responsibilities of manufacturers, as well as getting acquainted with the recently
adopted set of waste-related laws and Landfill Directive, but also conducting
in-situ investigations in environmental matters in Serbia
(ranging from magnetometric measurements, surveys,
visual inspection of soil after
remediation) and the Water
Framework Directive, as well
as the importance of implementation of all three Arhus
Convention pillars.  

Judges и judicial assistants
acting in this matter are capable of acting more efficiently
in such cases.

A two-day seminar

Implementation of CITES convention and combating crime
related to wild species  

Judicial Academy

Prosecutors and deputy basic public prosecutors designated by the Republic Public
Prosecutor’s Office as contact
persons for CITES convention
and combating crime related
to wild species  

Getting acquainted with all
relevant illegal trade in wild
species, trafficking methods,
investigations of criminal activities targeting wild species
and of illegal trade, as well as
with the examples of good
and bad practices in the
country and abroad.

Prosecutors and deputy basic public prosecutors acting
in this matter are capable of
acting more efficiently in such
cases, particularly with regard to qualification of crime,
prosecutor-led investigation,
as well as that, in case of certain dilemmas in this matter,
they know whom to turn to.  

Five one-day seminars
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TOPIC

SOURCE OF FUNDING

TARGET GROUP

GOAL

OUTCOME

NUMBER OF TRAININGS

Banking disputes (bank guarantee, security -their nature)  

Judicial Academy

Judges и judicial assistants of
commercial courts and judicial assistants of the Commercial Appellate Court

Application of acquired
knowledge and skills so as to
enhance quality and efficiency of trial proceedings

Judges and judicial assistants
acting in this matter are capable of understanding these
issues and of acting more efficiently in such cases.  

Four one-day seminars

Basic training -  Strengthening
skills of judicial organs in the
field of environmental protection law  

OSCE and Judicial Academy  

Judges of commercial courts
in Niš, Leskovac and Zaječar, as
well as prosecutors and deputy basic public prosecutors
from the said jurisdictions,
and judges of commercial
courts in Belgrade , Pančevo
and Požarevac, advisors of
the Commercial Appellate
Court, as well as prosecutors and deputy basic public
prosecutors from the said jurisdiction

Application of acquired
knowledge and skills so as to
enhance quality and efficiency of trial proceedings

Judges and judicial assistants
acting in this matter are capable of understanding these
issues and of acting more
efficiently in such cases. The
participants, having attended
the training regularly over the
course of all four days, have
been presented with attendance certificates by the Judicial Academy.   

Two four-day seminars

Insolvency

World Bank
Academy  

Newly elected judges of
commercial courts (22 judges)

Application of acquired
knowledge and skills so as to
enhance quality and efficiency of trial proceedings

Newly elected judges may
act more efficiently in such
cases.  

A one-day seminar

Valuation of shares -Application of appropriate method

Judicial Academy  

Judges and judicial assistants
of commercial courts and judicial assistants of the Commercial Appellate Court

Application of acquired
knowledge and skills so as to
enhance quality and efficiency of trial proceedings

Judges and judicial assistants
acting in this matter are capable of understanding these
issues and of acting more efficiently in such cases.

Four one-day seminars

In-situ investigation in environmental matters – Hazardous waste and provision
of professional information
to media in relation environmental protection cases  

OSCE and  Judicial Academy  

Prosecutors and deputy basic
public prosecutors from Novi
Sad, Kikinda, Ruma, Vrbas

Getting acquainted with legal
regulations regarding waste
management, including all the
actions required for this type
of investigation, and coordination with institutions, as
well as the hazardous waste
case in the village of Vukičevci, near Obrenovac.

Upon the completion of training, the participants may act
in such cases as well as issue
media releases regarding environmental cases.

A one-day seminar

and

Judicial
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TOPIC

SOURCE OF FUNDING

TARGET GROUP

GOAL

OUTCOME

NUMBER OF TRAININGS

Thereupon, the participants
acquainted themselves with
the provision of professional
information to media in relation to environmental cases
(nature of given media outlets, defining a clear message)

Integrity of judiciary and resistance to corruption

Judicial Academy

Judges of the Higher Court in
Belgrade and deputy higher
public prosecutors from special anti-corruption departments in Belgrade who act
in such cases as well as initial
training beneficiaries of the
Judicial Academy

The seminar’s goal is advancement and upgrading of
basic knowledge and capacity with regard to prevention
of unethical conduct, conflict
of interest and discrepancies,
control and management of
risk of corruption in judiciary, and identifying necessary
skills and instruments for increasing integrity of courts
and prosecutors’ offices, and
resistance to corruption, as
part of the justice system and
administrative services.
The seminar has offered
practical instructions for ethical conduct in situations of
conflict between official rules
and tradition, or when clear
answers are lacking as to how
to act in specific situations.
This is particularly important
in countries with a high level
of corruption, where there
are many grey areas which
have not yet been resolved
because of formal rules.

The participants, who are acting in this matter, are capable
of understanding the issues
at hand and acting more efficiently in the given cases.

A two-day seminar
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Misdemeanor Law

In the field of misdemeanor law, 22 events with 102 lecturers and 540 participants were organized
in 2019.

Subject matter

Number of events

Traffic Safety

15

Case Law of Misdemeanor Courts

4

Prevention of Money Laundering – Misdemeanors

3
Total:

22

Prevention of money
laundering -misdemeanors 14%

Traffic safety 68%

Number of
trainings by
subject matter
in the field of
misdemeanor law

Case law of
misdemeanor
courts 18%
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SUBJECT MATTER: TRAFFIC SAFETY
Тема

TOPIC

Traffic collision investigation

Извор финансирања

Циљна група

Циљ

Judicial Academy

Judges of misdemeanor, basic
and higher courts; basic and
higher public prosecutors and
their deputies, prosecutorial and judicial assistants and
associates, police officers,
court prosecutor’s office registrars and expert witnesses,
initial training beneficiaries

Acquisition and advancement
of knowledge by public prosecutors and judges, as well as
consolidation of traffic police
officers’ knowledge

SOURCE OF FUNDING

TARGET GROUP

GOAL

Исход

OUTCOME

Upon the completion of training, the expectation is that
public prosecutors acquire
knowledge and skills pertinent to conducting traffic
collision investigation; that
traffic police officers consolidate and advance their existing knowledge regarding
conducting specific types of
investigations, as well as improve communication with
public prosecutors; that judges advance their knowledge
with regard to the application
of substantive law, particularly
the provisions of the Law on
Traffic Safety on some roads
and individual legal regulations in this field so as to act
correctly in all criminal cases
related to traffic collisions.

Број одржаних обука

NUMBER OF TRAININGS

Fifteen two-day seminars
with 410 participants:
- 11 and 12 February 2019 at
the Appellate Court in Novi
Sad (19 participants);
- 25-26 February 2019 at the
Judicial Academy in Belgrade
(21 participants);
- 11-12 March 2019 at the
Misdemeanor Court in Belgrade (35 participants);
- 25-26 March 2019 at the
Misdemeanor Court in Belgrade (33 participants);
- 1- 2 April 2019 in Pancevo
(28 participants);
- 22-23 April 2019 in Subotica
(21 participants);
- 20-21 May 2019 in Valjevo
(37 participants);
- 27-28 May 2019 at the Basic Court in Sabac (26 participants);
- 10-11 June 2019 in Uzice
(22 participants);
- 30 September and 1 October 2019 at the Basic Court in
Zaječar (36 participants);
- 21-22 October 2019 in Kraljevo (24 participants);
- 4-5 November 2019 in Negotin (27 participants);
- 18-19 November 2019 in
Novi Pazar (31 participants);
- 2-3 December 2019 in Leskovac (27 participants);
- 9-10 December 2019 in
Sombor (23 participants).
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SUBJECT MATTER: CASE LAW OF MISDEMEANOR COURTS
Тема

TOPIC

Drafting first-instance judgments in misdemeanor cases

Извор финансирања

Циљна група

Циљ

British Council and Judicial
Academy budget

Judges of misdemeanor
court, initial training beneficiaries and judicial associates

Acquisition of special knowledge and skills in drafting
judgments in misdemeanor
courts so as to achieve higher
quality and efficiency of proceedings, which entails the
process of rendering judgment, its pronouncement,
explanation and writing down
the judgment.

SOURCE OF FUNDING

TARGET GROUP

GOAL

Исход

OUTCOME

Upon the completion of
training, the participants will
be able to draft correctly a
first-instance judgment (both
a guilty verdict and an acquittal), as well as a decision in the
misdemeanor proceedings;
and to understand correctly
the application of the European Court of Human Rights case
law.

Број одржаних обука

NUMBER OF TRAININGS

Four one-day seminars were
held with 88 participants:
- 18 February 2019 at Hotel
Park in Novi Sad (16 participants);
- 28 March 2019 at the Misdemeanor Court in Nis (20 participants);
- 5 April 2019 at Hotel Mama
Shelter in Belgrade (22 participants);
- 18 April 2019 in Novi Pazar
(30 participants).
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SUBJECT MATTER: PREVENTION OF MONEY LAUNDERING
Тема

TOPIC

Risk assessment of money
laundering and monitoring of
implementation of the Law
on Prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing

Извор финансирања

Циљна група

Циљ

EU project support to prevention of money laundering

Public prosecutors, judges
of the Misdemeanor Appellate Court and misdemeanor
courts, judges of the Commercial Appellate Court and
judges of commercial courts

Acquisition of special knowledge and skills in identifying
risk of money laundering and
terrorist financing, and getting
acquainted with the provisions of the Law on Prevention of Money Laundering and
Terrorist Financing

SOURCE OF FUNDING

TARGET GROUP

GOAL

Исход

OUTCOME

The participants are trained
to identify risk of money laundering and terrorist financing,
and have acquainted themselves with the provisions
of the Law on Prevention of
Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing.

Број одржаних обука

NUMBER OF TRAININGS

Three one-day trainings with
42 participants:
- 30 September 2019 at Aero
klub in Belgrade (12 participants);
- 4 October 2019 at Aero
klub in Belgrade (16 participants);
- 25 October 2019 at Aero
klub in Belgrade (14 participants).
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European Union Law

In the field of European Union law, eight events were organized with 252 participants and 20
lecturers in 2019.

Subject matter

Number of events

European Union Legal Order

7

EU Environmental Law

1
Total:

8

As part of the subject matter of European Union Legal Order, the following topics have been covered:
-

judiciary in the EU accession process;

-

EU organs and separation of powers;

-

EU sources of law;

-

relationship between the EU law and national law of member countries;

-

EU justice system, EU courts’ competences and the role of judges in modern Europe.

As part of the subject matter of EU Environmental Law, the following topics have been covered:
-

development of EU environmental law;

-

EU institutions competent for environmental law- and policy-making and implementation;

-

primary sources of EU environmental law;

-

secondary sources of EU environmental law;

-

horizontal EU environmental law;

-

nuclear safety and radioactive waste;

-

water management and protection;

-

protection against noise;

-

chemicals management;

-

industrial pollution control and industrial risks;

-

genetically modified organisms;

-

conservation of wild flora and fauna;

-

waste management and clean technologies;

-

European Ombudsman and environmental protection;

-

environmental protection in case law of the EU Court of Justice.
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European Union
legal order; 7

Number of
trainings by
subject matter
in the field of
EU law

EU environmental law; 1
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Human Rights Law

In the field of human rights, 34 events were organized with 79 lecturers and 761 participants in
2019.

Number of
events
19

Subject matter
Personal Data Protection
Combating Torture, Article 3 of ECHR

8

Combating Discrimination

3

Combating Torture

2

European Convention on Human Rights

1

Protection of Human Rights – Application of International Standards of Human Rights

1

Total:

34

Combating torture,
article 3 of ECHR; 8

European Convention
on Human Rights; 1

Combating torture; 2

Combating
discrimination; 3

Number of
trainings by
subject matter
in the field of
human rights

Protection of human rights Application of international
standards for human rights; 1

Personal data
protection; 19
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SUBJECT MATTER: COMBATING TORTURE – ARTICLE 3 OF EUROPEAN CONVENTION
Тема

TOPIC

Methodology for conducting
investigation in cases of abuse
by the police

Извор финансирања

Циљна група

Циљ

OSCE project and Judicial
Academy budget

Higher and basic public prosecutors and their deputies,
prosecutorial assistants and
associates, police officers and
initial training beneficiaries

Further development of
knowledge of public prosecutors and police officers
about the importance of implementation of the ECHR’s
article 3 through an analysis of
the international and national legal framework and case
studies

SOURCE OF FUNDING

TARGET GROUP

GOAL

Исход

OUTCOME

Upon the completion of training, the expectation is that the
participants have acquired
a higher level of knowledge
about practical implementation of the ECHR’s article 3
within the scope of their respective work, and that they
are able identify actions to be
taken so that the investigation
could be as effective as possible.

Број одржаних обука

NUMBER OF TRAININGS

Eight one-day seminars were
held with 192 participants:
- 12 April 2019 at the Police
Department in Uzice (20 participants);
- 10 May 2019 in Novi Pazar
(28 participants);
- 24 May 2019 at the Higher
Public Prosecutor’s Office in
Sombor (23 participants);
- 21 June 2019 at the Basic
Court in Vranje
(24
participants);
- 6 September 2019 at the
Misdemeanor Court in Belgrade (34 participants);
- 18 October 2019 in Novi
Sad (22 participants);
- 15 November 2019 in Zrenjanin (21 participants);
- 29 November 2019 in Kraljevo (20 participants).
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SUBJECT MATTER: PERSONAL DATA PROTECTION
Тема

TOPIC

Application of the new Law
on Personal Data Protection

Извор финансирања

Циљна група

Циљ

Budget of Judicial Academy

Judges of criminal departments of basic courts, judges
of criminal and civil departments of higher courts, judicial associates and registrars,
basic and higher public prosecutors and their deputies,
prosecutorial assistants and
associates

Acquainting the judges and
prosecutors with the new
Law on Personal Data Protection

SOURCE OF FUNDING

TARGET GROUP

GOAL

Исход

OUTCOME

Judges and prosecutors have
been acquainted with the
provisions of the new law and
are able to apply it correctly.

Број одржаних обука
NUMBER OF TRAININGS

Nineteen one-day seminars
were held with 367 participants:
- 30 May 2019 at the Misdemeanor Court in Nis (13 participants);
- 31 May 2019 at the Misdemeanor Court in Nis (19 participants);
- 6 June 2019 at Hotel Kragujevac in Kragujevac (16 participants);
- 7 June 2019 at Hotel Kragujevac in Kragujevac (12 participants);
- 13 June 2019 in Novi Sad (10
participants);
- 14 June 2019 in Novi Sad (10
participants);
- 27 June 2019 at the Misdemeanor Court in Belgrade (7
participants);
- 28 June 2019 at the Misdemeanor Court in Belgrade (3
participants);
- 4 July 2019 at the Judicial
Academy in Belgrade (8 participants);
- 11 October 2019 at the Misdemeanor Court in Nis (16 participants);
- 25 October 2019 at Hotel
Ženeva Luks in Kragujevac (11
participants);
- 28 October 2019 at the Judicial Academy in Belgrade (43
participants);
- 1 November 2019 in Novi
Sad (12 participants);
- 4 November 2019 at the Misdemeanor Court in Belgrade
(37 participants);
- 8 November 2019 at Hotel
Kragujevac in Kragujevac (20
participants);
- 15 November 2019 at the
Misdemeanor Court in Nis (20
participants);
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TOPIC

SOURCE OF FUNDING

TARGET GROUP

GOAL

OUTCOME

NUMBER OF TRAININGS
- 22 November 2019 in Novi
Sad (50 participants);
- 29 November 2019 at the
Institute for Criminological and
Sociological Research in Belgrade (43 participants);
- 23 December 2019 at the
Institute for Criminological and
Sociological Research in Belgrade (17 participants).

SUBJECT MATTER: COMBATING DISCRIMINATION
Тема

Извор финансирања

Циљна група

Циљ

Исход

Број одржаних обука

TOPIC

SOURCE OF FUNDING

TARGET GROUP

GOAL

OUTCOME

NUMBER OF TRAININGS

Application of anti-discriminatory legislation

OSCE project and Judicial
Academy budget

Judges of misdemeanor,
basic, higher and appellate
courts, Administrative Court
judges, Misdemeanor Appellate Court judges, public prosecutors and their deputies

Advancement of the system for training of judges in
the field of non-discrimination through recruitment and
building of capacity of future
lecturers.
In addition, selected training participants will serve as
informal contact points for
contentious issues in practice
related to these cases, thereby additionally contributing
to an increase in judiciary’s
efficiency when adjudicating
these cases.

Upon the completion of training, the judges have gained
insight into international global
principles of elimination of all
forms of discrimination, and
current case law in discrimination cases. In addition, the
Equality Commissioner has
contributed to better understanding of the purpose of
strategic litigations pursued
by her office.

Two trainings were held with
43 participants:
-12-13 September 2019 at
Hotel Sloboda in Uzice (25
participants);
- 18-19 November 2019 at
Hotel Centar in Novi Sad (18
participants).
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SUBJECT MATTER: PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
Тема

Извор финансирања

Циљна група

Циљ

Исход

Број одржаних обука

TOPIC

SOURCE OF FUNDING

TARGET GROUP

GOAL

OUTCOME

NUMBER OF TRAININGS

Implementation of international human rights standards

UN Office and Judicial Academy budget

Judges of appellate and higher courts, initial training beneficiaries and judicial associates

Acquainting the trainees with
international human rights
standards and their implementation for the purpose of
more efficient protection at
the national level

Upon the completion of training, the trainees have been
acquainted with the international human rights standards,
i.e. relevant international
instruments for protection
of human rights which have
been ratified by the Republic
of Serbia, as well as mechanisms for their implementation. The participants have
also been trained to apply
acquired knowledge in their
everyday work.

A two-day seminar was held
with 43 participants:
- 17-18 December 2019 at
Hotel M in Belgrade (43 participants).
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SUBJECT MATTER: COMBATING TORTURE
Тема

Извор финансирања

Циљна група

Циљ

Исход

Број одржаних обука

TOPIC

SOURCE OF FUNDING

TARGET GROUP

GOAL

OUTCOME

NUMBER OF TRAININGS

Prohibition against torture,
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment

UN Office and Judicial Academy budget

Judges of higher court, appellate and higher public prosecutors, initial training beneficiaries and prosecutorial
assistants

Further professional development of trainees regarding
prohibition against torture, as
defined in the European Convention on Human Rights’ article 3 in the context of criminal
proceedings and serving prison sentences

The trainees are able to apply correctly the standards
of prohibition against torture
from ECHR article 3 in the
criminal proceedings, as well
as to provide adequate protection for individuals serving
prison sentences.

Two one-day seminars were
held with 31 participants:

Judges of higher and basic
courts from the jurisdiction of
the Appellate Court in Novi
Sad

Understanding the importance of implementation of
the highest human rights standards in practice, and exchange of experiences and
knowledge among relevant
experts and professionals in
their respective lines of work
on the issue of the right to a
fair trial

Right to a fair trial

Council of Europe and Judicial Academy budget

- 27 November 2019 at the
Misdemeanor Court in Nis (16
participants);
- 17 December 2019 at the
Misdemeanor Court in Belgrade (15 participants).

A one-day event was held 50
participants on 13 December
2019 in in Zrenjanin.
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Special Knowledge and Skills

In the field of special knowledge and skills, eighty-two events were organized with 175 lecturers
and 2,089 participants in 2019.

Subject matter

Number of events

Ethics and Integrity in Judiciary

41

Disposal of Backlog Cases

18

Public Relations and Communication

15

Training in Use of Electronic Case-Law Database

4

Mediation

2

Advancement of Training

2
Total:

82

Ethics and integrity in
judiciary; 41
Mediation; 2

Advancement
of training; 2
Disposal of
backlog cases; 18

Number of trainings
by subject matter
in the field of
special knowledge
and skills

Training in use of
electronic case-law
database; 4

Public relations and
communication; 15
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Тема

Извор финансирања

Циљна група

Циљ

Disciplinary liability of judges

GIZ and Judicial Academy

Judges of basic, higher and
appellate courts, judges of
commercial courts and judges of misdemeanor courts
from jurisdictions of appellate
courts in Belgrade, Novi Sad,
Niš and Kragujevac

Acquainting judges with disciplinary liability and conducting of disciplinary proceedings

Upon the completion of training, the judges understand
disciplinary liability and disciplinary proceedings, and
they are capable of identifying disciplinary infractions and
understanding the manner in
which to conduct disciplinary
proceedings.

Twenty-eight one-day workshops were held.

Professional ethics in prevention and fighting against corruption

EU anti-corruption project
and Judicial Academy

Judges of basic, higher and
appellate courts, public prosecutors of basic, higher and
appellate public prosecutor’s
offices, judges of misdemeanor courts from jurisdictions of
appellate courts in Belgrade,
Novi Sad, Niš and Kragujevac

Acquainting judges with the
code of ethics in comparative
law and the code of ethics of
judges and prosecutors, models for ethical decision-making, types of conflicts of interest, and application of codes
of ethics to conduct online

Upon the completion of training, the judges understand
ethical norms and are capable of applying them through
Ralph Potter’s model for making ethical decisions; they
understand the conflict and
types of conflicts of interest,
and how to avoid them, as
well as to use the internet and
social networks for promotion avoiding in the process
violation of ethical standards.

Sixteen one-day workshops
were held.

Basic public relations training

Judicial Academy

Newly
appointed
court
spokespersons and newly
appointed spokespersons of
public prosecutors’ offices,
spokespersons of misdemeanor courts from jurisdictions of appellate courts in
Belgrade, Novi Sad, Niš and
Kragujevac

Train newly appointed court
spokespersons and newly
appointed spokespersons of
public prosecutors’ offices
in basic communication skills,
verbal and non-verbal communication, public appearances, media communication
skills

Upon the completion of training, the spokespersons have
acquainted themselves with
principal elements of verbal
and non-verbal communication; they are able to make a
public appearance on camera, and they are cognizant
of the importance and mechanisms of media communication.

Six one-day workshops were
held.

Efficient operation of info-services for mediation in courts

Judicial Academy and EU
Project for Support to the Supreme Court of Cassation in
Serbia

Managers and members of
info-service teams for mediation in courts from jurisdictions of appellate courts in
Belgrade, Novi Sad, Niš and
Kragujevac

Acquaint the training participants with efficient organization of info-service teams,
procedures and useful forms
of info-services, internal and
external coordination and
ways to promote mediation in
the media and public at large

Upon the completion of training, the members of info-service teams are able to efficiently organize info-services
in their respective courts and
create procedures and forms,
develop internal and external
coordination, and promote
mediation in the media and
public at large.

A two-day workshop was
held.

TOPIC

SOURCE OF FUNDING

TARGET GROUP

GOAL

Исход

OUTCOME

Број одржаних обука

NUMBER OF TRAININGS
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COOPERATION WITH
OTHER STATE ORGANS
AND INSTITUTIONS
In accordance with the Law on Judicial Academy, the Academy establishes and maintains
cooperation with local, foreign and international institutions, organizations and associations on
matters concerning its activities. In addition to previously signed agreements on cooperation with
other state organs (Agreements on Cooperation with the Ministry of Justice, the Supreme Court of
Cassation, the Constitutional Court, the State Attorney’s Office, and etc.), over the course of 2019,
the following agreements were signed:
−

the Agreement on Cooperation between the Judicial Academy and the Serbian Chamber of
Commerce;

−

the Agreement on Cooperation between the Judicial Academy and the Institute for Criminological and Sociological Research; and

−

the Agreement on Cooperation in the field of training and professional development of
Ministry of Interior’s police officers for the implementation of the Law on Juvenile Criminal
Offenders and Criminal-Law Protection of Juveniles.

Regarding the efforts to pursue cooperation with other state organs and institutions in 2019, we
would highlight the following:
The Ministry of Trade, Tourism and Telecommunications received the information on
implementation of the activity 3.1 - Advancement of mechanisms for detection of cybercrime
and criminal prosecution of offenders – from the Action Plan for implementation of the 20172020 Cybersecurity Development Strategy in the Republic of Serbia for whose implementation
the Judicial Academy was designated as the responsible institution. As part of its 2019 regular
training program, the Judicial Academy organized, in cooperation with the organization “Save the
Children” and within the framework of the project “Prevention and Fight against Online Child
Sexual Abuse and Exploitation in Serbia and Bosnia-Herzegovina”, a large number of trainings for
judicial office holders and Ministry of Interior’s members on the topic of “Cybercrime and Online
Protection of Juveniles”. As part of the project, in April 2019, the “Operational Manual for Online
Child Safety Centers” was compiled. As part of „iPROCEEDS“, the regional project of EU and
Council of Europe, the “Self-Guided Training Manual: Advanced Course on the Search, Seizure
and Confiscation of Online Crime Proceeds” for judges and prosecutors was compiled in December
2017. In addition, as part of the project “Connected and Safe - Meeting a Virtual Environment Safe
for Kids”, with the support of OAK Foundation and “Save the Children Norway”, the “Road Map
on Prevention of Online and Other Forms of Violence against Children in the Republic of Serbia”
was compiled. All the publications cited above are used as a working material for trainings at the
Judicial Academy. We would also like to point out that this topic is incorporated in the specialist
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trainings for judges, prosecutors, police officers and lawyers in connection to the application of the
Law on Juvenile Criminal Offenders and Criminal-Law Protection of Juveniles.
The Ministry of Finance – Administration for Prevention of Money Laundering received
the Report on realized activities from the 2014-2019 National Strategy for Combating Money
Laundering and Terrorist Financing – no. 4.1.1.5. for whose implementation the Judicial Academy
was responsible.
A positive opinion on the 2019-2022 E-Government Development Program Draft and the Action
Plan for its implementation was submitted to the Ministry of Public Administration and Local
Self-Government.
A positive opinion on the Draft of the 2020-2025 Strategy for Public Information System
Development in the Republic of Serbia was submitted to the Ministry of Culture and Information.
A positive opinion on the Draft Decision to Establish a Council for Monitoring of the Implementation
of the Law on Personal Data Protection was submitted to the Ministry of Justice. Director of the
Judicial Academy, Nenad Vujić, was appointed a member of the Council on behalf of the Judicial
Academy.
An opinion on the Draft Anti-Corruption Law, along with proposals for improvement of the said
draft, was submitted to the Ministry of Justice.
A positive opinion on the Draft Arrangement for Implementation of the Joint Action Plan on
Counter-Terrorism for the Western Balkans between the EC and state organs of the Republic of
Serbia, along with the proposal for conclusion and explanation, was submitted to the Ministry of
Interior.
A communication was sent to the High Judicial Council regarding consideration to be given to a
decision on mandatory training for court presidents and judges acting in the matter of trial within
a reasonable time so that the Judicial Academy could set out to implement the training program,
along with an explanation that the Judicial Academy’s Advancement of Education Division
had conducted a survey on educational needs of judges and prosecutors on the basis of which
the Annual Assessment of the Training Needs of the Judicial Academy Program’s Beneficiaries
with recommendations was compiled. According to the analysis conducted, in terms of training
needs in the field of human rights, the topic - Trial within Reasonable Time – Right to a Fair
Trial (an overview and analysis of the European Court of Human Rights’ case law, knowledge
of the Constitutional Court’s and the Supreme Court of Cassation’s case law) was highlighted in
particular. Bearing in mind that the training of judges is mandatory when stipulated by law or a
decision of the High Judicial Council issued in the event of a change of specialization, significant
changes to the regulations, introduction of new work techniques and the need to eliminate flaws in
the work of judges identified when assessing their performance, the Judicial Academy turned to the
High Judicial Council. On 30 October, the High Judicial Council passed a decision on mandatory
training of court presidents and judges acting in the matter of trial within reasonable time.
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REGIONAL COOPERATION
As regards regional cooperation, we would highlight the following:
THE SIGNING OF THE MEMORANDUM ON COOPERATION, March 5, 2019, Sarajevo
– Director of the Judicial Academy of the Republic of Serbia, Nenad Vujić, chairwoman of the
Management Board of the Center for Training in Judiciary and State Prosecutor’s Office of
Montenegro, Senka Danilović, director of the Center for Education of Judges and Prosecutors in
the Federation of Bosnia-Herzegovina, Arben Murtezić, and director of the Center for Education of
Judges and Public Prosecutors in the Republic of Srpska, Tomislav Čavić, signed the Memorandum
on Cooperation of institutions for training of judges and prosecutors, and mutual support in
education of judicial and prosecutorial office holders. Regional partner judicial training institutions
have been cooperating for many years as part of many regional and international projects designed
to enhance quality and professionalism of the work of judicial and prosecutorial office holders, as
well as the employees in the judiciary, and the signing of the memorandum is only the result of such
a successful cooperation thus far.
REGIONAL CONFERENCE ON ORGANIZED CRIME AND TERRORISM, April 9-10,
2019, Belgrade – As part of the project for strengthening judicial cooperation, mutual trust and
capacities of institutions for training in judiciaries of the Republic of Serbia, Montenegro and
Bosnia-Herzegovina, and in cooperation with the Centers for Education of Judges and Prosecutors
of the Federation of Bosnia-Herzegovina and the Republic of Srpska, respectively, and the Center
for Training in Judiciary and State Prosecutor’s Office of Montenegro, the second conference of
judges and prosecutors from Montenegro, Bosnia-Herzegovina and Serbia was organized. The twoday conference on organized crime and terrorism was held on the premises of the Judicial Academy
for judges, prosecutors and representatives of the Ministry of Interior. On behalf of the Prosecutor’s
Office for Organized Crime, a counter-terrorism presentation on the most recent practices
employed in the Republic of Serbia was given by Vladimir Stevanović, a senior prosecutorial advisor
with the section of the Prosecutor’s Office for Organized Crime responsible for acting in case of
terrorist and terrorist financing criminal offences and other related criminal offences, as well as a
member of the Coordinating Body of the Government of the Republic of Serbia for Prevention of
Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing. Judge of the Higher Court in Podgorica, Ana Vuković,
presented new challenges in the fight against organized crime and terrorism, and, on the second
day of the conference, prosecutor of the B-H Prosecutor’s Office, Ćazim Hasanspahić, presented
practical examples of the fight against organized crime and terrorism in Bosnia-Herzegovina.
REGIONAL PROMOTION OF THE ECHR CASE-LAW DATABASE APPLICATION, October
24-25, Sarajevo – At the regional event, representatives of the Judicial Academy of the Republic of
Serbia presented the application – ECHR Case-Law Database during the seminar entitled “Shared
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Responsibility in the Implementation of the European Convention on Human Rights: Approach to
Challenges with (New) Tools in Judiciary”. A single common system of applications was presented
to the representatives of supreme and constitutional courts of the countries in the region.
SEMINAR ON THE “COUNCIL OF EUROPE CONVENTION ON PROTECTION OF
CHILDREN AGAINST SEXUAL EXPLOITATION AND SEXUAL ABUSE – LANZAROTE
CONVENTION”, October 2019, Podgorica – Director of the Judicial Academy, a judge and a
deputy public prosecutor attended the seminar organized by the Center for Training in Judiciary
and the State Prosecutor’s Office of Montenegro and AIRE Center and the Government of the
United Kingdom, as part of the project “Strengthening Rule of Law and Support to State Institutions
in Montenegro”. The Judicial Academy is following topics and training methodology developed
by the Cybercrime Program Office of the Council of Europe (C-PROC), and will be following in
particular, in the upcoming period, the ECHR judgments in connection to electronic evidence;
what the needs are for training of judges and prosecutors in this matter and if the training materials
of the Council of Europe are accessible to judges and prosecutors.
REGIONAL EVENT ON “ENERGY LAW”, November 21-22, 2019, Skopje – Responding to the
invitation of the Energy Community’s Secretariat, the Judicial Academy of the Republic of Serbia
participated in the proceedings of a regional meeting in Skopje as well as a one-day seminar on
the topic of “Energy Law”. On the first day, a meeting of representatives of the judicial training
institutions from Southeast Europe was organized for the purpose of exchanging ideas vis-à-vis
training on energy law. The conclusion was that a regional conference of administrative court
judges from Serbia, Montenegro, Northern Macedonia, Federation of Bosnia-Herzegovina and the
Republic of Srpska (two judges each) adjudicating energy disputes should be organized so that they
could exchange their experiences on the matter at hand, as well as to get acquainted with the basic
institutes, energy law principles, the role of the Energy Community and the Treaty establishing the
Energy Community. The present representatives of the judicial training institutions also unanimously
recognized that energy law be a part of the initial and continuous training programs. On the second
day of the regional event, a training in this field was organized for administrative court judges,
judges of the Constitutional Court of Northern Macedonia, as well as the representatives of judicial
training institutions. Both events unfolded in accordance with article 2 of the Energy Community’s
dispute settlement procedure stipulating a mechanism for cooperation between national judges and
the Secretariat under which the national judges may request the Secretariat to provide assistance
related to the issues of interpretation or implementation of the Energy Community law.
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
AND PROJECTS
The Judicial Academy maintained its good cooperation with international partners, such as the
Delegation of EU to Serbia, the US Embassy and USAID, the OSCE, the UN Office in Serbia,
Council of Europe, the Turkish Development Agency, the European Center for Judges and Lawyers
from Luxembourg, and London-based AIRE Center.

Implementation of Main Project Activities
EU project IPA 2015 – Reconstruction, renovation and adaptation of the Judicial Academy’s
building signed between the Government of the Republic of Serbia and the European
Commission
The goal of the reconstruction project is advancement of the infrastructure capacities of the Judicial
Academy and enabling implementation of various training methods. The contract worth EUR
2,789,854.81 between the EU Delegation and the contractor was signed on 14 December 2018.
Over the course of 2019, the work on the building’s reconstruction was not being carried out at
the expected pace, and, presently, efforts are being made to remove the obstacles impeding the
reconstruction works.
Council of Europe, “Horizontal Facility Program” for Western Balkans and Turkey
The first phase of the “Horizontal Facility Program” was implemented from 2016 until 2019.
In the past three years, as part of this program and the project “Supporting Effective Remedies
and Mutual Legal Assistance”, in cooperation with the Republic Public Prosecutor’s Office and the
Judicial Academy, a HELP online course on international legal assistance in criminal matters was
also implemented. The conference held on 13 May 2019 marked the end of the two-and-a-halfyear project as part of which support was provided to legal experts from Serbia when dealing with
the issues in this important area of international cooperation. Fifteen prosecutorial assistants and
fifty-three public prosecutors and deputy public prosecutors completed the course adapted to the
Serbia’s legal order and the needs of prosecutors in Serbia.
In 2019, with the support of Council of Europe and the EU, the Judicial Academy successfully
completed the implementation of the JUFREX project after three years of collaborative work. Over
the course of this period, a large number of trainings on the issue of “Freedom of Expression and
Media” was organized; a training manual bearing the same name was designed; and a comprehensive
analysis of domestic courts’ judgments citing article 10 of the European Convention on Human
Rights was conducted so as to determine the project’s impact on the judiciary in Serbia. In addition,
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representatives of the Judicial Academy attended the closing conference of the program “Reinforcing
Judicial Expertise on Freedom of Expression and Media in South-East Europe (JUFREX)”, held in
Sarajevo on April 4-5, 2019, as well as the joint meeting of the Council of Europe and the European
Union where a Lexicon of Judicial and Media Terms was presented, and the international conference
marking the 70th anniversary of the Council of Europe held in cooperation with the Ministry of
Culture at Yugoslav Cinematheque on May 24, 2019.
With the support of the Council of Europe and the “Horizontal Facility” project, the Judicial
Academy organized a study visit to Strasbourg for the second group of members of the National
Network from the ranks of judges, as well as three judges of the Supreme Court of Cassation involved
in the work of the Judicial Academy. The study visit took place on April 22-26, 2019. All the study
visit costs were covered by the Council of Europe. The study visit’s purpose was for the participants
to get more acquainted with the work of the Council of Europe, procedures and case law of the
European Court of Human Rights, particularly the HUDOC register and the work of CEPEJ. In
addition, on April 24, 2019, the participants attended a hearing before the Grand Chamber of the
European Court of Human Rights in the case M.N. and Others v. Belgium (no. 3599/18).
On October 30, 2019, the Council of Europe presented the second phase of the “2019-2022 Horizontal
Facility Program” for Western Balkans and Turkey, which is implemented in cooperation with the
European Union. This joint EU and CoE initiative enables the program beneficiaries to carry out
reforms in the field of human rights, rule of law and democracy. The second phase relies on the
results accomplished in the first phase, and the program’s second phase is worth EUR 41 million.
The new phase will focus on four topical areas: administration of justice, combating corruption,
economic and organized crime, prevention of discrimination and protection of vulnerable groups’
rights, as well as freedom of expression and media freedom.
Further continuation of successful cooperation between the Judicial Academy and the Council of
Europe through the “Horizontal Facility” project is planned for 2020 as part of which JUFREX 2 is
to be implemented whose emphasis will be on the protection of rights guaranteed in articles 8 and
10 of the European Convention of Human Rights.
European Center for Judges and Lawyers from Luxembourg (EIPA)
In cooperation with the European Center for Judges and Lawyers from Luxembourg (EIPA), the
Judicial Academy held a workshop in its conference hall in Belgrade on October 8-9, 2019 on the
“Integrity of Judiciary and Resistance to Corruption”. The workshop was organized for the judges of
the Higher Court in Belgrade and deputy higher public prosecutors in Belgrade from special anticorruption departments acting in these cases, as well as beneficiaries of the Academy’s initial
training. The seminar’s goal was to advance and upgrade the basic knowledge and capacity for
prevention of unethical conduct, conflict of interest and discrepancies, control and management
of risk of corruption in judiciary, and identifying necessary skills and instruments for increasing
integrity of courts and prosecutors’ offices, and resistance to corruption, as part of the justice system
and administrative services. The seminar provided practical instructions for ethical conduct in
situations of conflict between official rules and tradition, or when clear answers are lacking as to
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how to act in specific situations. This is particularly important in countries with a high level of
corruption, where there are many grey areas which have not yet been resolved because of formal
rules. The lecturers were: Virgil Ivan-Cucu, senior lecturer at the European Center for Judges and
Lawyers (EIPA Luxembourg) and key expert for judicial capacity building within the EuroMed
Justice project; and Mohamed Elewa, professor of comparative and international criminal law and
Islamic law at the Northumbria University.
Judges of the Supreme Court of the People’s Republic of China visiting the Judicial Academy
A delegation of the Supreme People’s Court of the People’s Republic of China, headed by supreme
judge and court president Zhou Qiang, paid a visit to the Judicial Academy of the Republic of
Serbia on 19 September 2019. During the visit, the guests were acquainted with the work and
activities of the Judicial Academy locally, regionally and internationally, as well as with the
Academy’s role, competences, work results and future directions of development. The activities of
the Documentation & Information Center, with a particular emphasis on IT tools development,
were also presented to the high-ranking delegation.
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INNOVATIONS IN WORK: ESTABLISHMENT
AND ADVANCEMENT OF DATABASE OF
EUROPEAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS’
JUDGMENTS IN SERBIAN LANGUAGE
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The first phase of the application development entailed the establishment of a database and initiation
of the process of entering and classifying the ECHR judgments. A total of 108 judgments were
entered in this phase, and these could be searched by defined criteria. However, it was not possible
to compile or download a listing of selected judgments. Neither was it possible to add more detailed
information on individual judgments due to a limitation of the database and the application.
In 2019, the application’s options were significantly expanded, and mechanisms for sorting the
resulting lists of judgments upon the execution of a query by several criteria (modelled after the
HUDOC database) were established, as well as a mechanism for downloading a user-friendly list of
judgments compiled on the basis of the applied criteria.
The user interface was improved by way of advancing the search function and adding various
options for presentation of search results and the judgments themselves, as well as by adding useful
ancillary content.
As for the contents of the database pertaining to the ECHR judgments, the judgments concerning
Serbia, Montenegro, Bosnia-Herzegovina and a broad selection of judgments concerning Croatia,
including all key cases and all judgments of high importance (1), were entered in the database,
whereas a selection of judgments with levels of importance 2 and 3 was made and they were entered
in the database. In addition, a number of judgments pertaining to other European countries were
also entered in the database because of their significance given that they established specific legal
positions of the Court which the Court itself subsequently cited and referred to in its more recent
judgments.

The total number of judgments which have been entered in the database on the 6th of January
2020 is 500, out of which 208 pertain to Serbia, 51 to Montenegro, 78 to Bosnia-Herzegovina, 117
to Croatia, 3 to Slovenia, 2 to Serbia and Slovenia. The remaining 41 judgments in the database
concern other European states.
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Montenegro; 51
Serbia; 208
B-H; 78

Number of judgments in database
by country
to which judgment
pertains

Croatia; 117

Slovenia; 3

Slovenia, Serbia; 2

France; 6
Greece; 3
Italy; 2
Hungary; 1
Russia; 9
Slovakia; 1
Spain; 1
Sweden; 1
Ukraine; 1
Austria; 1
United Kingdom; 1
Bulgaria; 11
Czech Republic; 1
Denmark; 1
Belgium, Greece; 1

Regarding the breakdown of the collection of judgments, there are 22 judgments of the Grand
Chamber, 320 Chamber judgments and 158 Committee judgments.
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Committee judgments; 158

Grand Chamber
judgments; 22

Judgment
Collection
Chamber judgments; 320

Regarding the importance level, the most numerous – 297 – are the judgments with importance
level 3, then 111 – the importance level 2, followed by 36 with importance level 1, and key cases
– 56. Bearing in mind that the process of entering important judgments pertaining to various
European countries has been initiated, and that these translations are precisely accessible because
of the importance of the judgment in question, there are more key cases judgments in the database
than those with importance level 1.
Key case; 56
Importance level 3; 297

Importance level 1; 36

Number of
judgments by
importance
level

Importance level 2; 111

The structure of the language of entry has changed on account of the expansion of cases from
those pertaining to the Republic of Serbia to the cases pertaining to the countries in the region, as
well as the addition of important judgments concerning other European countries. At present, the
judgments in regional languages are available in the database: Serbian – 242 judgments, Bosnian
– 77, Montenegrin – 48, and Croatian – 133 judgments. When selecting criteria for viewing
judgments, it is possible to opt for display of judgments in one or more languages.
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Bosnian; 77
Serbian; 242

Number of
judgments
in e-case database
by judgment’s
language

Montenegrin; 48

Croatian; 133

Regarding the year of pronouncement of the judgment in question, the judgments from 2017 are the
most numerous (54), followed by those handed down in 2013 (52) and in 2019 with 51 judgments.

The application itself highlights the most recent judgments. The first page of the application
specifically highlights 30 most recent ECHR judgments which are available in the e-Case database
in Serbian and regional languages and pertain to the period from June to December 2019, which
in itself constitutes a cross-section of the most recent legal positions of the European Court of
Human Rights vis-à-vis the countries in the region (relative to the judgments available in regional
languages). This list may be downloaded in Excel format and inspected as any other list formed
through selection of specific criteria.
The application for viewing ECHR judgments is connected to Cross-Reference application, which
provides for establishing links between the provisions of domestic legislation and the Convention
articles in two ways – by forming a page with so-called info packages (pertaining to elaboration of
individual ECHR judgments and which include explanations and illustrations of linkages between
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domestic legislation and articles of the Convention, as well as legal positions of the court with
respect to certain issues of importance) and establishing links from the Cross-Reference application’s
page towards contents in the e-Case database, i.e. the judgments’ details illustrating the said links.
The next phase in the application’s development pertains to connecting the e-Case database with the
Supreme Court of Cassation’s case-law database, which has already been agreed with the signing
of a protocol on cooperation between the Supreme Court of Cassation and the Judicial Academy.
Regarding implementation of the signed protocol, preparatory activities are under way, and, above
all, they entail consideration and fulfillment of technological requirements so as to establish a
secure connection between the judicial network, comprising the Supreme Court of Cassation’s
database, and the Judicial Academy’s resources, comprising its e-Case database. Technological
discrepancies between these databases also require additional activities which will ensure visibility
of information from the Supreme Court of Cassation’s database within the e-Case application.
As regards the further entries of judgments in the database, judgement registers by country have
been established whereby the HUDOC database is regularly checked for judgments pertaining to
every country in the region, and then the corresponding official web site of the country in question to
establish if the judgment has been translated. Regarding translations, except for HUDOC database,
other – above all, regional – resources are used, entailing presentations of the representatives of the
countries in the region before ECHR, but also the resources of various international human rights
organizations.

Cross-Reference Application
The application features two important segments – connections from the aspect of national
legislation (a direct connection between an article of a domestic law and an article of the Convention,
which is illustrated by examples of linkages elaborated in info-packages, and further links towards
related examples from the practice) and connections from the aspect of the Convention (a direct
connection between an article of the Convention and individual articles of a domestic law, also
illustrated by examples of linkages elaborated in info-packages, and further links towards related
examples from the practice). The third part of the application pertains to other relevant international
instruments and acquis communautaire (various European conventions and regulations), and
it is invoked in the judgment itself, without establishing a connection between an article in this
segment or establishing a connection with, for example, implementation. The fourth part entails
an elaboration of info-packages of judgments so that it includes the content from the initial .pdf
file of the package (summary, a link to the article of the Convention and the applied concept), a
link to the applicable article of the Convention and links to related articles in domestic legislation
(whose connection is illustrated in the info-package). Also, links have been established to other
related examples from practice which pertain to either a similar situation or a consideration of
some concept from the same or completely different standpoint. Along with the judgment itself
which illustrates the connections, links are established to a judgment in the HUDOC case-law
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database, and, for some judgments (both those where the connection has been established and
the ones added as related practice) a connection with the e-Case application is established, where
longer summaries of judgments are available, as well as judgments in one of the regional languages.
Thirty-three elaborated judgments are available in the Cross-Reference application (these are all the
judgments which have been elaborated to date), out of which 25 have been entered in the e-Case
application with established direct link to the content, in addition to the link towards the HUDOC
database which has been created for each elaborated case.
As part of the elaboration of judgments (the so-called electronic info-packages on judgments
compiled on the basis of print materials which were the result of a joint project of the British
Council and the Judicial Academy), a total of 88 additional connections to other ECHR judgments
have been established (on average, 2.67 per judgment), which are located in the HUDOC case-law
database. Additional 39 connections with translated judgments, in one of the regional languages,
in to be found in the e-Case ECHR case-law database, have been established.
With regard to the illustration of connection of the Convention’s articles with elements of domestic
legislation, a connection with the Constitution of the Republic of Serbia (16 articles) and the
following laws has been established:
-

Criminal Code (7 articles),
Law on Extra-Judicial Proceedings (4 articles),
Law on Criminal Procedure (14 articles in direct connection to the Convention),
Law on Basics of Property Relations (1 article),
Law on Civil Procedure (4 articles),
Law on Misdemeanors (1 article),
Law on Housing and Building Maintenance (1 article),
Family Law (15 articles).

With regard to the Convention’s articles, a connection between domestic legislation and the
following articles has been established:
-

Article 1 – Obligation to respect Human Rights,
Article 2 – Right to life,
Article 3 – Prohibition of torture,
Article 5 – Right to liberty and security,
Article 6 – Right to a fair trial,
Article 8 – Right to respect for private and family life,
Article 13 – Right to an effective remedy,
Article 14 – Prohibition of discrimination,
Protocol 1 Article 1 – Protection of property,
Protocol 7 Article 4 – Right not to be tried or punished twice.

For each of these articles, in addition to citing the article, a connection with all the elements of
domestic legislation has been given, pursuant to the judgments processed thus far and the established
connections in relation to them, which in turn pertain to the processed articles in the application.
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A new segment of the content established within the application pertains to a direct application of
the United Nations human rights standards in proceedings before domestic courts. With regard to
this part, four areas have been established, pertaining to asylum and migration, discrimination, the
rights of the child and the rights of disabled persons. Each area entails several separate info-packages
encompassing presentation of relevant UN sources of law – standards, in the form of excerpts from
several relevant UN conventions. Also, these packages feature an explanation of the scope of UN
standards (in the form of commentaries, recommendations and conclusions), citation of relevant
grounds for a specific action in domestic law (provisions of the Constitution, legal provisions and
citations from domestic courts’ case law), as well as recommendations, opinions and decisions of
independent bodies. Along with these types of content, often are special notes attached which are
pertinent to other relevant sources of law.
With regard to the UN standards, sections have been established encompassing guides for the
following areas:
-

-

-

Asylum and migration:
o Defining various categories of migrants;
o Prohibition of discrimination against refugees and migrants,
o Non-refoulement,
o Rights of unaccompanied children,
o Right to education,
o Access to territory;
Discrimination:
o Affirmative measures,
o Hate speech,
o National minorities,
o Notion and elements of discrimination,
o Domestic violence and discrimination,
o Evictions,
o the Romany,
o Freedom of religion – Protection of religious minorities,
o Stereotypes and prejudices;
Rights of the child:
o Child victims and witnesses of crime
o Protection of children against discrimination,
o Protection of children against violence,
o Juvenile justice – Children/juveniles in conflict with the law – Diversion mechanisms,
o Juvenile justice - Children/juveniles in conflict with the law – Protection of children
deprived of their liberty – Detention,
o Best interest(s) of the child,
o Children’s participation in judicial proceedings,
o Right of the child to family life;
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-

Rights of disabled persons:
o Prohibition of discrimination against persons with disability,
o Right to equality before the law – Right to legal capacity,
o Forced hospitalization,
o Accessibility.

It is important to point out that for some judgments, which illustrate connections between the
Convention and domestic legislation, a link is established also with the application of the United
Nations standards or other relevant international instruments, as is the case in the E.C. v. Romania
and Bulgaria judgment.
In the upcoming period, we expect to continue processing ECHR judgments and adding new
connections with the Court’s case law. Also, we expect to continue working on the segment
pertaining to connecting with the e-Case application, which entails that access to translations into
one of the regional languages is provided for judgments which have been elaborated, i.e. that these
judgments be entered into the database. And yet, the most important activity that is in store for us
regarding further development of this application is further elaboration of the segment pertaining
to direct application of the United Nations human rights standards before domestic courts.
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PUBLIC OUTREACH
The Judicial Academy stepped up its efforts in 2019 to reach out to the members of general and
professional public in terms of acquainting them with the Academy’s work, particularly in the
domain of testing communication channels and deploying tactics for distribution of information
to the media and public at large.
Relying on the website to publish documents, press releases and news, as well as livestream, etc.,
in combination with an already partially developed mechanism for social networks synergy, the
Judicial Academy has laid the foundation for future communication and presentation to the public,
after 12 months of a scrupulous survey and testing of behavior of segmented groups, response and
feedback, key words, phrases, etc., as well as the methodology for measurement of success of the
efforts based on statistical parameters.
The emphasis is still on the promotion of the name, importance, activities, and purpose of the
Judicial Academy, as a highly specialized educational institution, as defined under the Law on
Judicial Academy, and yet we are already slowly emerging from national to regional prominence.
Aware of the possibilities of defined and partially tested communication niches, technological
capabilities and channels created in 2018, the Judicial Academy’s division for promotional activities
approached the process of planning advancement of the established strategies in a methodical,
systemic and inventive manner on the basis of an analysis of the previous experiences.
The adopted media presence strategy of the Judicial Academy was not fully exploited in the course
of 2019, primarily due to lack of resources, hence the use of social networks came to the fore given
the speed at which information could be presented there, as well as measurable response, simplicity
and accessibility 24/365.
Synergy of mass media and social networks is planned for 2020, as well as launching smaller-scale
CSR projects of the Judicial Academy.
What attracted the media attention in 2019 was, certainly, the start of reconstruction of the Judicial
Academy’s building, then the final and entrance examinations, and, in particular, the Academy’s
participation in the “SEE Legal Days 2019” event.
The year of 2019 was marked by trainings and events which attracted great interest on the part of
members of general and professional public, such as the ones focusing on:
-

Disciplinary liability of judges,

-

Free legal aid, and

-

Admission of the 10th generation of the Judicial Academy’s trainees.
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Based on a media coverage analysis, out of twenty-two media events in which the Judicial Academy
directly participated, in 40.3% of cases the story was about the reconstruction of the Judicial
Academy’s building, 18.9% - the signing of the memorandum on cooperation among institutions
for training of judges and prosecutors from FB-H, the Republic of Srpska, Montenegro and the
Republic of Serbia, and 11.3% - the Academy’s participation in the SEE Legal Days event.
When it comes to social networks, the situation is somewhat different, and definitely the most
popular topic was the admission of the 10th generation of trainees, followed by the signing of the
memorandum on cooperation among institutions for training of judges and prosecutors from FBH, the Republic of Srpska, Montenegro and the Republic of Serbia.
In terms of media exposure, cooperation with all national media companies, such as RTS, Tanjug,
Politika, N1, Studio B, Happy TV, TV Kopernikus, O2 TV and RTV Pink, was maintained in 2019,
albeit at somewhat lower intensity. The Judicial Academy also made appearances in the media
space of the Federation B-H and Montenegro. Web portals were more frequently releasing short
news items mentioning the Judicial Academy where this was not prompted by the Academy’s press
releases. The number of local and regional media following the Academy’s activities on social
networks increased significantly.
Excerpts from media and press clippings about the Judicial Academy in 2019:

-

RTS portal and TV – 4 media releases, est. RCH around 1,280,0001

-

Blic portal and print (Alo and 24 hrs) – 3 media releases, est. total RCH around 750,000

-

Novosti portal and print – 2 media releases, est. total RCH around 510,000

-

Н1 - 4 media releases, est. total RCH around 1,000,000

-

О2, Politika – 2 press releases each, est. total RCH around 650,000

-

RTS Kopernikus – 2 media releases, est. total RCH around 240,000

-

RTV Pink, Portal Krstarica, Južne vesti, Jug media, SMedia, Niške vesti, TV Belami, Paragraf, RTV Vojvodina, RTV Most... – 2 media releases each, est. total RCH around 1,320,000

Radio Belgrade 1, 202, City Radio Niš, Radio Novi Sad, S Radio, Indeks radio, Hit radio,
Radio Laguna, TDI radio... – in the form of short news items and excerpts from press releases – 2 media releases each, est. total RCH around 540,000.
Portals, radio and TV stations in the Republic of Montenegro, FB-H – no RCH data
-

1

RCH is the number or percentage of individuals in a population exposed to media over the course of a
certain period of time. The number of individuals who, for example, have seen a media release in a print
publication or a TV program.
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JUDICIAL ACADEMY WEBSITE
Thanks to our work on the website over the course of 2019 and the enhancement of info presented in
Latin alphabet, as well as parts of the web site in English language, interest in the events organized by
the Academy increased considerably, which was conducive to an increase in the website pageviews.
In the course of approximately a six-month period, we tested the possibility and benefits of carrying
news items from judicial websites, which turned out to be a good thing since this helped us reach
the target groups that had not been motivated earlier to visit the Academy’s website of their own
accord. However, this approach was abandoned due to lack of resources.
Possibilities for linking up the website to social network accounts by way of distributing information
with multimedia content, produced in-house, are exploited to the full.
Here is how pars.rs web site looks like in terms of official statistics:
Visits to the web site, pageviews per user, pageviews

Demographics of web site visitors
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User geography

User acquisition

Direct communication via e-mail proved to be efficient also in the domain of building reputation
and the business image of the Judicial Academy vis-à-vis the candidates who had applied to enroll
in the Judicial Academy. In the course of the registration process and organization of the entrance
examination for the 10th generation of trainees, several hundred messages were exchanged, for
the most part with interested candidates, which in turn proved to be an exceptional experience in
terms of assessment of their perception of the Judicial Academy, but also their own interests, ways
of communication and expectations.
It should be pointed out in particular that the candidates’ questions formed the basis for creating a FAQ
database, thereby reducing their frustration regarding the search for answers that they needed. The
FAQ database was significantly enhanced given that the Academy encountered such questions as those
that pertain to obtaining citizenship, currently under way, validation of the bar exam, etc.
Following an analysis of the behavior of primary and secondary defined target groups of the Judicial
Academy, we may ascertain that the decision to raise the Academy’s profile on social networks had a
profound impact on the transparency and visibility of the Academy’s activities, particularly with regard
to organization of exams, but also the establishment of connections with judicial institutions worldwide.
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CONCLUSION
In 2020, the Judicial Academy is marking its tenth anniversary, as well as twenty years of continuity
in organized implementation of trainings for judges and prosecutors, and judicial staff, which had
been taking place at the then Judicial Center until late 2009.
The Judicial Academy’s continuous operation has helped identify the advantages of initial training
and continuous training programs because this enabled the judiciary to keep up with the most recent
developments in terms of applicable law, European standards, ethical principles, skills and best
practices, social developments and technical achievements, which all certainly does not undermine
but serve as an incentive strengthening further the judiciary’s independence and autonomy.
The Judicial Academy is continuously working on further development and advancement of its
operations, as evidenced by the results achieved in 2019, and it shall continue doing so.

JUDICIAL ACADEMY
DIRECTOR
Nenad Vujić
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